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oil!)' now becoming general, We have avoided a
complication in the formula,. The two inches
blank, space under “.remarks” will answer for any
particular direction, etc., a teacher might wish,
we have found m our own teaching formulas of
this kind ot incalculable benefit to pupils. We
have used for years only blank pieces of paper in-
dicating with the more unmethodical pupils the
exact number of times we expected each thing to
be practiced. A course of this kind soon produces
system m a pupil’s practice, and puts a speedy
end to the aimless and careless study. It will take
a short trial to convince teachers that a plan of
this kind will get more and better work out of
pupils.
The work gives analyses of most of the popular teach-
ing pieces, together witli the circumstance under which
they were composed, what' they suggest, questions on the
information given, meironoine marks, birth and death of
the composers, graded lists of pieces, etc.
The part relating to music form is very full and com-
plete. What little information required to understand
the descriptions is given at the beginning of each grade.
Abbbess the publishes
In this space mill be
printed the name and
address of the teacher.
Inis Outline gives rules and principles for the devei-
j
opment of Technique. It lms been commended as one j
ot the best works by many eminent pianists and teachers.
This commendation has been given on account of its clear ——
-
presenfation of the sources of skill, as well as its careful
classification of positions, motions, and forces. Technic
Will be Mailed on lieceipt of Price, 30 eta.
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What a dreary world this - would he without
sound. People would be little better than wax
images. A dead monotony would rest on all
things. The flavor, the poetry of life, is in the
audible world,-—-the lightning, without its a«p
companying majestic thunder
;
the running-
brook, without its chatter as it goes
;
the trem-
bling leaves, without their rustling
;
the cooling
breezes, without the soft gentle song.
long ago, and thus remain only part conqueror
of the field. This is often the result of the hot
haste of the teacher. It is of the utmost im-
portance to know when and how to make these
spurts, and to work patiently until the time
conies to dash forward. A little attention given,
to this principle of development will convince
every teacher of its value in teaching those who
are easily discouraged or too hasty to push
forward.
. Monthly Publication for Teachers and Students ot the
Piano-forte.
oiuftjon Rates, $1.25 V&n Yeah (payable in advance).
Single Copy, twenty-five cents.
Specimen Copy sent to ar.y address for ten cents.
; Siee, 1004 Walnut Street,
.a order to facilitate the delivery of snail, all letters should
be directed to
We have left over a lot of copies of The
Etudes of last year, from July to December;
also some of the issues of October, November,
and December of 1883. We are desirous of
clearing out all these issues, and will dispose of
them to teachefs for the use of pupils at the
rate of only fifty cents per dozen copies, free of
expense for postage. The issues contain some
of the best piano studies known. Many teachers
have used The Etude with pupils since its
establishment, and without exception have in-
creased the interest of the pupil in ' the work at
hand. At the low rates we offer these past issues
we cannot sell them in less quantities than a
dozen. Each package will contain an assort-
ment of those on hand.
MANY-of our readers are interested personally
in the standard of attainment that will be as-
sumed by the American College of Musicians.
-The examiners are not yet fully ready to pub-
lish the much-desired information. In the
nature of things, this movement, to merit per-
petuity, must be slowly and carefully matured.
There are now some seventy applicants, booked
by the secretary of the college, which is over
seventeen times as many as the London College
of Organists had at their first examination.
The delay of the -definite information is not
without its benefit. - The candidates have not
the temptation to the “ cramming5 '' process that
would otherwise be. We,publish in this issue
a part of Dr. Sifter’s examination questions
which will give candidates an idea what will
be required for the higher degrees. We will
give our readers all the information relative to"
to the future movements of the Board of
Examiners.
'HILABELPHIA, PA,
'& at Philadelphia Post
-Office as Second-class matter.)
3y a Blue or Med Pencil Mark drawn
this paragraph subscribers will under-
at their subscription to this publication
with that issue
,
and, unless it is promptly
l, will be discontinued.
With most pupils progress is made degree-
wise. Not by a steady flow' onward like a river,
but by leaps and- bounds. One crust after the
other is broken through. Sometimes these
sudden starts follow each other in rapid succes-
sion, and again the mind will remain at a stand-
still for a longer period, while the most earnest
effort is being made. The philosophy of this we
will not attempt to explain, but every teacher of
experience has observed this principle with him-
self and with his pupils. Much of the dis-
couragement arises from not knowing this prin-
ciple of the getion of the mind. If good work
is being done rest assured the mind is being
prepared for a charge. Perhaps one of the
most difficult things in the art of teaching is to
know how to manage these periods of progress.
There is a time in every pupil’s advancement
that just the right thing must be applied to en-
hance these leaps forward. For instance, a
In our last issue we mentioned that J. Harry
Wheeler would be associated with Dr. H. R.
Palmer and W. H. Sherwood in normal work.
This was a mistake, which we beg to correct.
It is Lyman Wheeler, his brother, who is the
one we should have announced. J. Harry
Wheeler will conduct a normal of his own at
Steubenville, Ohio, and will have connected
with him Carlyle Petersilea, for piano
;
Eugene
Thayer, organ and theory
;
Harry Benson, tonic
sol-m
;
Marion Sterns, elecution. Mr. Wheeler
held a very successful normal (and no doubt well
;
deserved) in the same town last year. His corps
of teachers are among the best that can be
found. His holding the normal in the same
place proves that his school has been appreci-
- ated by the local community, but why not
gravitate to some more populous centre where
greater local patronage is available. Circulars
A for this school can be had by addressing J.
Harry Wheeler, 149 North I'remont Street,
_
Boston, Mass. (See advertisement elsewhere.)
• The educational scheme suggested by The
Etude of issuing a pamphlet for the purpose
of awakeriixi'g greater interest in public school
music, has advanced so far as to call for some
plan of operation on the part of those who will
take an active part in the movement. The
Hon. John Eaton, Commissioner of Education
at Washington, has acceded to the request for
an essay, to be delivered at the Music Teachers’
National Association at, New York, in July.
The Editor of The Etude will follow him, and
open the discussion. He will present to the
Association resolutions for its consideration.
These resolutions will embody the features of
the movement, and it is hoped will be taken up
by the Association. If is proposed that the .
preparation be done by the Association and the
mm
I
any leaning on public school music, will be
put into the pamphlet and sent broadcast over
the land. The encouragement the movement
has already received bids fair for its ultimate
success.
Much editorial matter is unavoidably crowded
out of this issue, together with a number of
important contributions.
The reading matter of The Etude will be
somewhat lighter during the summer months.
This will give an opportunity to present a num-
ber of articles similar to the one “ On Piano-
forte,” by Rev. Haweis, whose name our printer
has “ Hawes.”
The attention of our readers is called to the
advertisement of Dana’s Musical Institute.
This school has accomplished a great work for
music in the West. The faculty is composed
and always has been of teachers and musicians
of the first rank. For the coming year the ser-
vices of John W. Metcalfe have been engaged.
He will be at the head of the piano depart-
ments. Mr. Metcalfe is known to the readers of
The Etude by frequent contributions. While
at Leipsic he received the Helbig prize for com-
position, an honor much sought for by the stu-
dents of the Leipsic Conservatory. The Dana
Musical Institute could not have made a better
choice for principal of the piano department.
Before vacation is upon us we would sug-
gest to our subscribers, who are teaching, that
nothing will keep their classes from wholly
disorganizing during the hot months more than
to have The Etude come once a month. This
should be done with the more talented ones,
whose interest in music will thus be kept alive,
even if the regular instruction is suspended.
Teachers can have The Etude mailed to their
pupils direct during the coming three months
for only thirty-five cents. This will in a meas-
ure keep the relation between the teacher and
pupil from dissolving until lessons are resumed
in the fall. Try this once.
for the etudk.
THE LIBERATING OF T$E
RING-FINGER.
BY RICHARD ZECKWER.
About six years ago a number of articles were pub-
lished in the Klavierlehrer (a Berlin music paper) by
Gustav Stoewe, on the anatomy of the arm and hand,
which interested me so much that I sent for the prepara-
tions recommended in those papers. I received of Mr.
Wickeraheimer, prseparator at the Anatomical Museum
in Berlin, an arm and hand prepared in such a way that
the muscles and tendons moved as in nature.
With great diligence I pursued the study of anatomy,
not only through books and the afore-mentioned prepa-
rations, but also in the dissecting-room. My greatest
attention was directed to the helplessness of the ring-
finger, the cause of the helplessness, and the overcoming
of this difficulty. Every piano teacher knows that it
requires years of practice to move this finger obedient
to, the will.
Robert Schumann fully realized this difficulty, and
tried through mechanical means to shorten the time for
technical studies. Franz Brendel, the historian and a
great friend ofSchumann, gave me the followingaccount :
Schumann tied the fourth finger to a string, which he
carried over a pulley fastened to the ceiling immediately
over the key-board of his piano, and pulled this finger
with the other hand np and down. In this way the ex-
tensor muscle of the finger acquired the expected flexi-
bility, but the flexor muscle was paralyzed, and after
fourteen days of this practice he was unable to use the
finger at all. Probably to this circumstance must we
: attribute .the' feet that Robert Schumann', became no
pianist but the composer, whom the whole world
admires
All mechanical contrivances which have been invented
to promulgate the flexibility of the fourth finger have
not bettered the condition of this unfortunate finger.
„hthel
Bat this cannot be readily accomplished on account of
the peculiar construction of the hand. 1
The extensor tendons on the back of the hand run
from the ungula phalanx over the wrist. The tendon of
the fourth finger is, as every anatomist knows, connected
with two accessory tendons, which run diagonally to the
tendons of the third and fifth fingers. Through my
study I became convinced that these accessory tendons
were the only drawbacks which hemmed in the free use
of the ring finger.
After receiving the preparations from Berlin, I showed
them to my family physician, who expressed great ad-
miration for the invention. He spoke about them to his
professional friends, and for three weeks afterwards I
was visited by many physicians eager to examine them.
I took this opportunity to ask them about the feasibility
of dividing these accessory tendons, but all were of dif-
ferent opinions as to the cause of the awkwardness of the
ring finger. At last I found in Dr. W. Forbes, demon-
strator of anatomy at the Jefferson College, Philadelphia,
a physician who shared my opinion. He promised to
perform the operation as soon as I could find a willing
subjest. A young mulatto, employed in my academy,
and Who also plays the piano, declared himself willing
to go through this operation. Before the operation I
measured the height to which he could raise the fourth
finger when all the other fingers were held curved on the
table. It was one fourth of an inch. . Immediately after
the operation he could, without any difficulty whatever,
raise the finger one and a fourth inches above the table.
This was a sure demonstration that these accessory ten-
dons are the only cause that the fourth finger is so stiff
and causes all players so much difficulty in raising it.
Then why not cut them on beginners who intend study-
ing music as a profession? That it can be so easily
accomplished Dr. W. Forbes lias shown in his lecture
before the College of Physicians, in Philadelphia, which
has been reprinted in The Etude. I was present at
this lecture. After hearing several objections made by
some physicians present (which Dr. Forbes answered
very satisfactorilyJ, one of the doctors asked toe to say
a few words from a musician’s standpoint. I stated my
experience in the matter, and concluded by saying that
this young mulatto operated upon gained in one quarter
of an hour what I have not gained in twenty-five years
of practice
;
for no matter how great a pianist may be,
he must acknowledge that he cannot raise the fourth
finger with the same facility as he can the other fingers
of his hand. The finger does not lose any strength by
the operation, but gains it, for the simple reason that
one can elevate the finger more and can bring it down
on the keys with more force. If I let an iron ball fall
from a height of four feet in soft ground it will make
a larger indentation than if it was only dropped from a
height of two feet. Dr. Forbes has performed the
operation on fourteen people, and lately on his son, in
all these cases the operation was a success.
case, then why not sever them ? If they were of use to
the hand all the fingers would have them. Some one
’
is needed who will be bold enough to risk the experi-
ment. It would only need a few well-autheSticated
cases among teachers to decide the matter. We believe
that it is only a question of time when ah piano stm-
dents, who have these remnant of tendons, will have them
: cut. (Since the above has been written and set in type -
j
I Richard Zeekwer has sent in a contribution which folly
confirms what is herein set forth.
(Continued on page 117.) */
MUSIC TEACHERS’ BUREAU OF
ENGAGEMENT.
The season for changes of teachers is near
at hand
;
some seek more lucrative positions,
others different localites, others again desire a
change because the surroundings are uncon
genial. Then there is a class whose motives for
changing are very vague
;
they know not what
they want nor why they desire a change. This
year has been particularly severe on music
teachers, and the result is naturally more ; dis-
satisfaction than usual, and, no doubt, in many
cases where the teacher .seeks to better his or
her condition by a change, mistakes are made.
Hard times are everywhere, and no change of
position is going to alter the situation very
materially.
In the Bureau in connection with The Etude
we assist worthy and efficient teachers to posi-
tions, and subjoin a list of vacancies which gives
a fair idea of the class of positions we are called
upon to supply. Applicants in applying to a
Bureau of this kind are often at a loss how to
proceed to apply for a position. The whole
matter is a business transaction that requires
tact and energy, and much depends on the
manner in which the claims of the applicant
are presented. The following may he of service
|
[Questions pertaining to the study of the Piano-forte will receive at-
tention
,
and answers appear, usually, in the following month, if
\
received before the fifteenth of the current month. The writer’s
namemust accompany letter to insure an answer.]
|
Ques. 1.—How can I write an Augmented Third
from D sharp, in the key of E ?
Ans.—This interval is not brought Into use in practical
harmony. See answer to W. E. M. in last issue.
2. Don’t you think that the “liberating -of the ring
finger in musicians by dividing the accessory tendons
of the extensor communis digitorum muscle” could be I
done by any good M.D?—J. L. M.
Ans.—There has been as yet very few operations of
this kind performed, hence it is safer to entrust the
operation only to an experienced surgeon. We learn !
from good authority that there is danger of inflammation
after the operation. Apart from this the operation is
simple, easy, and would not be painful. Should you
have your hands operated upon, we would be glad to
have yonr testimony. There is a case on record in which
an accidental wound on the back of the hand partly
divided the tendinous slips, which resulted in a greater
freedom of the ring finger. The subject of the accident
noticed the change on playing the piano after the wound
was healed. Not to abate the respect we have for our
good friend, “old fogy,” who derides the idea in an
article in another part of this iasne. We believe in the
feasibility ofthe operations. He mentions that these slips
are vestigial. It may be that he is likewise vestigial. A
mere trace of what once was, but is now superceded by
the natural course of development. We learn that these
accessory tendons are not the only needless parts -of the
human body. The knee and sole of the foot are said to
have unnecessary parts, and lately a German surgeon
has discovered that rudimentary tails may at times he
found in the human species. However this may he, all
admit that the fourth (ring) fingers give pianists an
enormous amount of trouble, and -that this trouble is
caused by these accessory tendons is bound to be the
to applicants. It is well to send testimonials
form prominent persons
,
who. are able judges of
the applicant’s professional, social, and moral
standing; but the original copies of the testi-
monials had better not be sent, only copies.
Every correct means must be used to con-
vince the parties wishing a teacher of your com-
petency. Many able teachers loose their chances
of being elected to desirable positions on ac-
count of their indifferance to the severe compe-
tition there exists for every vacancy, and the re-
sult in many cases is that their inferiors are
chosen This Bureau will give each candidate
a full and fair representation; but we cannot v
guarantee you a, position. We will faithfully
abvise you ofr-every vacancy suited to your > A
requirement.
It is advisable that you send stamps with
every letter requiring answer. Your photo-
graph will in every case assist in reaching a
. f
decision. It is not necessary that you stand at j
the top ofthe ladder of vour profession
;
teachers
who are well prepared to teach beginners are
1
valued everywhere, and opportunities are often - v
open to those of limited experience in less ri
responsible positions.
. j
Whenever a negotiation is concluded and a ;
. ;
contract made, we require, as payment for our A
services, the small amount of four per cent, on
the first year’s salary. Payment to be made ;
whenever engagement is entered upon, unless
-R
otherwise stated in the contract. In case the
‘
*
salary is dependent upon the income of tuition
we require $25 in advance, and the balance a
the close of the scholastic year.
No application will be recognized unless 'flu
contract is signed by the applicant. The follow
ing are specimens of vacancies at our disposal
1. Conservatory of Music
;
in the West j voi©
department; salary, $1000 at least
; male desired
2. Female College; in one of the Gulf States
painting and drawing, with French or German
V‘
things with his ten fingers which the first cannot dream
of doing, is merely known m a brilliant executant ? His
musicianship 1 The world is fast growing sick of per-
formers who are not musicians, and the time will some
when it will be just as sick of music-lovers who know
nothing about music. The time lira already come when
people had best take the art of music seriously or not at
all, and to take it seriously without some knowledge of
it, is like attending lectures on the integral calculus, or
doubly periodic functions without having any knowledge.
fife pfotom of Pa» g
-/A VlMWiV j iil. ITAAV/ V/A Wiv V&jp'jp'Vi UVUWi
em States : vocal and instrumental
;
salary, $600
and a home; female desired.
6. Director of Music; New York State; either
male or female
;
salary, from $800 to $1000.
7. Director of Music; in a Western Univer-
sity; good opening; salary, $750; male desired.
8. Female College; State of Maryland; sal-
ary,, not stated
;
vocal and instrumental
;
French
or German.
9. Episcopal School
;
in one of the Territor-
ies.; salary, $450 and a home; vocal and paint-
ing
;
female desired.
10. Female College
;
vocal and instrumental
;
salary, $400 and a home
;
female desired.
11. Female College; in the West; painting,
drawing, and elementary music
;
salary, $600 a
year.
12. Female Seminary
;
in the South
;
paint-
ing and drawing
;
salary, not stated.
Ski.f-cobcsit is a hindrance to real progress in any
study. A person may, however, be aware of possessing
special qualifications for music, art, or science, and know
that his studies are being prosecuted with unusual and
flattering success that is especially creditaWe to himself,
without being afflicted with an over-weening and offen-
sive egotism. One may have a pardonable pride in his
abilities and attainments, and yet feel that there is much
to learn, and be willing .to be instructed. Such a one
will get on. But he who has such an estimate of his
powers as causes him to be indifferent to the instructions
of his teacher, and considers practice unnecessary on
account of his superior talents, lias already placed a
bander in the way of advancement, and any progress that
he makes will be in & backward direction.
Ask your teacher what to do, and try to follow him
in everything. It is an absolute necessity (if you wish
to mak@ any progress) to obey the teacher you learn
from, 'yes, even if you are painfully aware that he is not
always right. You will learn nothing as long as you set
yourself up as an authority against him. Either do not
learn from him at all, or obey him implicitly. Even if
all he says is not quite for the best, & residue of good
remains. Whether he is first-rate, second-rate, or third-
rate, he is sure to be a better musician than you are
yourself. Nor is it always the finest artist who is the
best teacher. Many a great artist has not the gift of
teaching, a gift that requires a combination of patience,
moderation, sympathy, steady nerves, and many virtues
of which the exacting pupil is but dimly conscious !
—
Lady Lindsay.
One often hears the question asked : “ What good will
it do me to study harmony ?” This question of cut bono
is too often asked about almost everything. Yet, in this
case, one can answer : It will do yon the good of teach-
ing yon what music really is
;
your impressions of music
will no longer be a mere ear-tickling, nor a vague excite-
ment of the physical emotions
;
your musical likings and
disliMnas will no longer be sheer cases of Dr. Fell : but
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FOB THE ETUDE.
SOME PHASES OF TECHNICAL
STUDY.
BY AXBJSBT A. STANDBY, SKCBBTABY OF M, T. N. A,
In the work emitted “Head and Hands,” Mr. Stephen
A. Emery lias, in a very consistent and logical manner,
employed in his treatment of the subject of Technic that
happy combination of the two factors implied by the title ;
and admirably formulated ideas, which it should be the
aim of every progressive teacher to apply, and which, al-
though by no means new, are not fully appreciated by a
large number .of the profession. To the conscientious
teacher who is desirous of so stimulating thoughtful
study, as to arouse in the pupil a genuine interest in mime
itself, as well as ambition to -acquire that mastery over
technical difficulties so primary an essential to success,
it is always a delight to seek to so present the subject
that the reasonableness of insistence upon careful study
of special difficulties shall be apparent. It Is a happy
omen for the progress of piano teaching in this country
that, in the technical study of the instrument, more and
more attention is being given to a systematic application
of the principles which, forming the basis of successful
instruction, as such must apply under all ordinary con-
ditions. It should be the aim of each and every teacher
to be cognizant of all such honest attempt® to perfect
methods as the work shove mentioned, and to carefully
j
consider whether it is not possible to follow out the line
of treatment therein suggested even more fully. To do
tbjs with any assurance of success, the teacher must be
j
willing to submit to a tax upon the inventive powers, as
]
well as a test of patience, to a degree only commensurate
with the desirableness of the end to be attained. Much
of the dread with which a pupil takes up anew difficulty
may be wholly, or at least to a great degree dissipated,
by a concise analysis of its peculiar characteristics, deri-
vation, and relation to something which has been already
studied
;
while a careful explanation of the reasons for
the fingering, as demanded by the construction of the
hand, its consistency when compared with ether passages
of & somewhat similar nature, or as applying certain gen-
eral rules of fingering, coupled with a demonstration of
its practical use, may make what would otherwise be an
irksome task, not only an attractive one, but also induce
a spirit of inquiry into the “ reason of things” which will
be of inestimable value in future study. If it does noth-
ing more, it will make the pupil feel that there is not an
impassable gulf between the teacher and himself, and
moreover no one thing will encourage study more surely,
or sooner beget mutual confidence, than such a recogni-
tion of a pupil’s intelligence as is implied by a thorough
explanation of technical formula} as suggested above.
Great care should be taken that the explanation does not
become too technical, and the simpler way is always
the better.
It is of course impossible to suppose that more than a
small minority of piano students can be, or are induced,
to take up the study of Harmony (which is so essential
to a proper comprehension of our subject), for it is.a la-
mentable fact that few trouble themselves in the least to
ascertain facts, even the most commonplace, regarding
music, and are contented to remain in profound ignorance
of fee leading events in its evolution and history.
The progressive teacher will always endeavor to com-
bat this apathetic spirit, and will seek to impart musical
information in every possible way. No greater misfor-
tune can befall a teacher than to become so concerned
in the commercial aspects of his profession that the labor
of musically educating a pupil is no longer a delight, but
a bore. In view of the fact in the case, the apathy of so
large a proportion of the pupils, the indifference (to put
it mildly) of so many teachers, the necessity of a more
thorough understanding of the importance of technique
as a means to an end, not at the end itself, it would seem
all-important to invest fee study of mechanical difficul-
ties wife somewhat of musical dignity, and not treat it
aa a necessary evil.
So much has been published In these columns on fee
subject, «id the treatment has been uniformly of so
practical a nature, that it is wife diffidence we approach
a theme upon which we can hope to suggest so little, if
anything new, and where the testimony wd present must
be chiefly cumulative in its nature. If the one feet be
kept steadily in view, viz., that all mechanical study Is
to so perfect muscular development and control that the
medium of interpretation shall be equal to all demands
made upon it in the expression of musical ideas, the
proper appreciation of which calls Into play different
faculties, the advantages arising from the closest possi-
ble association of the two from the very beginning are
obvious at once. It goes without saying, that no teacher
should allow a pupil to study a scale without understand-
ing Its construction, the reasons for the fingering, and its
value and use as musical material, all of which can be
easily demonstrated. A careful classification of the scales
as regards fingering removes one great difficulty, and
their practice can be made very much more interesting
than is generally the case by a few hints regarding key
relationships, and by suggesting varied combinations such
as are easily formed.
Five-finger exercises may be made less exasperating by
selecting such figures from compositions (which may be
readily found) as will answer the same mechanical pur-
posa, and give an opportunity for an explanation of what
is implied by the term “ figure.” Even young pupils can
readily be taught what is meant by this term, and. it
stimulates them to feel that they are beginning to find
oat some of the wonderful secrets of composition. The
older pupils are much less ready to acquire such informa-
tion, unless they are particularly musical ; possibly the
result of the unsympathetic ministrations of that class of
teachers whose interest is centered in their bank accounts.
fETtaking up the study of arpeggios there is a good chance
^.explain the formation of simple chords, and once un-
derstanding that a Triad consists of a fundamental tone
with its third and fifth, the different positions are easy to
comprehend. It seems not unreasonable to suppose that
it would, at this stage, be comparatively easy to point out
what Is meant by an inversion of a chord, and teach the
pupil to distinguish a chon! in its fundamental position,
and to become acquainted with the inversion instead of
positions
,
as it is certainly logical to speak of the finger-
ing of the arpeggio of C In the fundamental position, and
two inversions,. We do not wish to be assumed Ignorant
of the terminology used by some of the most eminent
theorists, but simply to cany out a logical principle of
development in the pupil, which shall imply a practical
assimilation 'of certain facts in Harmony?) It can readily
be demonstrated that the fingerings used-—as founded
upon the proper consideration of the construction of the
|
hand and use of the muscles—are practical and judicious,
while the power of accentuation cam be more clearly and
forcibly shown by an analysis of the development of the
different groups, which the change of accent produces,
than in any other way. The classification of arpeggios
can be carried out more fully than in the scales, and the
reasons therefor are more easily understood, and are con-
vincing to a pupil who has ordinary perception. The
simpler relationships of tonic and dominant, tonic and
sub-dominant can first be studied, later the different in-
versions among themselves, to be followed by progressions
to the secondary- chords of the key, and- eventually modu-
lations into other keys, thus making it possible for a
teacher who is a thorough musician to imbue a pupil
with appreciation of harmonic effects, and insensibly
lead to a desire for absolute thoroughness in their studies.
In taking up the chord of the Dominant Seventh, it
could be added to fee progressions already well under
way by this time, In much fee same manner that it is in-
troduced in the study of Harmony. If studied always in
connection wife its resolution (and this applies to all
positions, or inversions), it would not only impress fully
on the pupil its peculiar characteristics, but also further
that harmonic sense which it is aimed to develop by this
method of study. The Diminished Seventh, which has
been obliged to endure a great deal since it became the
chief stock in trade of a tribe of “ long-haired” com-
posers, who, having nothing in particular to say, have a
natural affinity for such chords as indefinitely postpone a
decisive progression, offers a great field for this method
of procedure, for the value of this chord as a means of
modulation has been attested by scores of organists, who
by Its use have not been obliged to pot their entire reli- i
ance upon the chromatic scale for this purpose. Take
the Seventh F#, A, C, E!> naturally existing upon the
seventh degree in minor, it may in Its various inversions
be followed by its chord of resolution, G Minor, and by a
lowering of the Seventh in the third inversion, resulting
in the Dominant Seventh, the progressions may lead to
the mqjor, and so on indefinitely. Now, if we take fee
same keys on the piano, but write our Et», D#, an oppor-
tunity is given to impress upon the student the fact it
makes a great difference to the whole progression of this
chord (which sounds the same to them), whether the
upper note struck Is Eb or D#. Tiffs is not easy to make
clear, but once comprehended, the way Is opened to a
more thorough understanding of all harmonic combina-
tions. The discussion in The Etude regarding the
value of the “Technicon” and dumb piano furnishes a
text for a further carrying out of our principle. In tbe
use of either of the above-named inventions, on® of the
great advantages accruing would be fee concentration
of thought necessary to their successful employment, and
this very fact is a great argument in their favor. To
teach a pupil to think music is indeed an end desirable to
attain, and it is well to encourage at the beginning of the
work those qualities of mind and thought which are
essential to the accomplishment of such a mastary. The
importance of work away from the piano can hardly be
over-estimated, and the mere writing out of the different
scales, indicating the whole and half steps, in both mayor
and minor, with and without the signature (in the latter
case writing the « accidentals” necessary for the construc-
tion of the scale), is invaluable in impressing them upon
the mind, thus helping the fingers in their work.
In writing out the arpeggios, the fundamental note may
be indicated in some way, so that ia the different inver-
sions the pupil may realize that the foundation of the
chord remains the same, and, as intimated above, in
writing out the Sevenths, and especially in the case of the
Diminished Sevenths, it will require a great deal of care
and study before they are understood. This hurried
sketch of a systematic application of principles which,
seem to belong more properly to an advanced stage of
technical work, when the study of harmony has beea
taken up, and 'which is merely suggestive in its character
as it can be carried out much farther, may be criticised
(if worthy a criticism) as attempting to do too much, and
presuming upon mors intelligence than the average pupil
possesses. The force of such strictures may be admitted
without in any way weakening the position we assume,
that every piano teacher should do more than simply by
careful attention cultivate the fingers so admirably that
certain pieces of a showy nature can be dashed off bril-
liantly, and others of a higher standard of musical worth
be mechanically played with a soulless adherence to cer-
tain marks of expression (which mean but little in reality
when followed out In this spirit). We repeat, every teacher
should do more than this, for unless every influence which
can be is brought to bear upon the pupil to Inculcate a
love for the best, a desire to understand thoroughly all
that pertains to music ; in short, unless the pupil is led
by sympathetic instruction to become as good a musician - .
as possible of attainment with the ability given him, the\
teacher fails of realizing what should be the ideal result.
Is it assuming too much to affirm that by following out
the principle Involved in this article, a principle which
does not interfere in the least with the musical training
secured by the study of judiciously selected pieces, but
rather supplements it by seeking to sustain a musical in-
terest even in fee necessary muscular drill, great advan- :
tages can be secured, and the influence of fee teacherm
a musical kbucatob be enhanced ? In conclusion may -
we draw attention to the necessity of full and free dis-
cussion of all points in the practical work of instruction,
and also express the hope that by availing ourselves of
the opportunity offered by such a paper as Thk Stubs
for mutual counsel, we may, all of us who are working
! for fee advancement of the art, learn at least to respect
each others honesty of purpose, and “proving all things
holdfast to that which is good.”
Alter Anfang 1st schwer,—all b
as the German proverb says ; and
task fee greater fee difficulty.
if
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APPROBATION.
BY X>. Be FOKK8T BRYANT.
Probably no faculty in the human mind contributes
more powerfully to human progression than the faculty
of approbation, and just in proportion as this facility is
possessed and subordinated to the will and reasoning
faculties, does it become an actual blessing or curse to its
possessor. Very few things in this world are performed
without the incentive thought, that through the effort
some one will be pleased and will applaud.
This is peculiarly the case in intellectual attainment ;
and the teacher, whose business it is to study and mould
the character and destiny of the youth, may use this
principle as one of his most powerful allies.
The day has long gone by in civilized communities
when children were driven along the straight path of
learning. Pestalozzi and his followers have demonstrated
that the mind of the child js not like inert gold leaf to
be beaten out into usefulness, but more like the swelling
rose-bud to be fed and nurtured until it naturally blossoms
forth in all its beauty. It is the duty of the teacher to
instill into the mind of the child the great necessity of
placing his standard of approbation above himself, other-
wise it may lead him to ultimate ruin.
And how difficult it is to do this, especially when the
adverse influences of the home and of society are of such
a nature as to completely destroy the sprouting germs of
early ambition that have been implanted at school by the
careful, thoughtful teacher. A distinguished Leipzic pro-
fessor, who has been in this country about six years, and
who is one of our most successful teachers, in a recent
correspondence to me, said, “ I have made a sad experi-
ence (tro.uri.ge Erfahrung
}
in attempting to teach pupils
in America. They go just as they begin to learn.” And,
I ask, who has not had this experience ? Let each
teacher stop and count up the number of his pupils that
'
- have, through his instructions or through his influence,
become eminent in the profession of music and how
startling will be the poverty of the result. And why is
this so? Well, to be sure, there are many causes, but
chief among them is this, viz., that the great majority of
those who undertake the study of music, have not the
proper incentives held up before them. They study to
please and win the approval of some one intellectually
beneath themselves, and therefore unworthy to judge of
their efforts. The result is they do not progress, but
continually retrograde until they are so far without the
pale of art’s domain as to be really insusceptible of art
-impression.
A little child begins the study of music with bright
prospects. It seems to her like entering a new and lovely
field. She becomes joyful and enthusiastic in her ex-
.
pressions of delight. She beholds the flowers that deck
. the mead, while all around bloom fragrant shrubs and
overhead, from pendent boughs, droop verdant foliage and
luscious fruit. “Oh, is it not perfectfully beautiful !”
she exclaims
;
“ ahd am I to pluck these ?” “ All these
in time, ray child, but some you cannot reach. Stoop,
now, and gather these modest flowers at your feet.” The
happy child obeys. Au hour we spend together, she and
I, in picking little daisies, violets, and pretty grasses.
Then I arrange them in a bunch together, and tell
how she must take them home and carefully water and
daily watch them till every little bud should blossom out
in beauty. Then she must bring to me her flowers again
that I might see her care. Smiling she bade me adieu
and went away. ... A week has flown. A faint rap
comes at my garden gate, and I open to meet again my
little friend
;
but how changed ! A look of sadness has
overspread her little, features, and when I ask for her
^ flowers she bursts in tears, and tells me this, “ That she
wenthome that day and sliowed mamma her pretty flowers,
and mil. declared them ‘ugly daisies, common violets?
with nothing hat green grass between and so,” con-
tinued she, “I threw them ’way ; and please, sir, mamma
jient to you this note.” I opened and read,—“ Dear Sir.
Be kind enough not to give my daughter any more such
common things as you last sent. I desire her to have
«'t roses and orange blossoms. If she is yet too small to
reach them, pluck them for her, and oblige, yours, etc.”
This parable might be extended, but it suffices to illus-
trate the point. The majority of children are blighted
in their musical career through (he injudicious and
thoughtless treatment of parents, guardians, < r Intimate
friends, who, ignorant of the difficulties of the art, ex-
pect a child to perform pieces to tickle the tympanum of
their particular ears in a very short space of time, and
the child soon learns to understand that this is his goal
and as it is really not very far away, sometimes not
farther than “ The Cornflower Waltzes,” or at most events
?
“ The Maiden’s Prayer,” he rushes pell mdl to it, anyway
to get there and win the approbation of his auditors.
Thus the young frog soon learns the size of his pond,
and, having made the circuit, is content to peep away on
the topmost log, a single note above Lis fellow-croakers.
It is not the young child either that suffers the most
universally
;
for many quite ignorant people have a kind
of sensible philosophy, which they apply to all educa-
tional subjects alike, viz., that the child should have a
good foundation laid
;
and thus the earnest teacher is
encouraged- in his work by being let alone, and not being
continually urged to hurry. But when it comes to the
girl of fourteen and upwards,—the age, of all others?
when the girl is disposed to be a little flighty and roman-
tic, and needs withal a steady hand and firm treatment,—
then is often exhibited to the fullest extent the whimsi-
cality of those who ought to be her guides and directors.
There arises the idea of showing off the young lady
(since now her dresses are an inch longer) to society.
It may be to gratify a false pride, or it may possibly be
actuated by more subtle motives, especially if the young
lady in question be matrimonially marketable;
.
Be it as
it may, all sense is laid aside. The teacher, if he serves
it all, must, as an able writer in The Etude once ex-
pressed it, “sit by and say.Amen.”
The girl absolutely has no aim in studying music only
to please her mother, possibly another. This she can do
best by resorting to the veriest trickery. The fewer the
chords, the more, jumpy the notes ; the more bangy the
effect, the more rapturous the applause. Thus the young
lady begins to practice the most unscrupulous deception.
Her mistakes are more easily concealed than corrected.
Can any one fail to see how such a course will influence
the formation of that young lady’s character, morally ?
Not only do pupils transgress to gratify this approba_
tive propensity, but many teachers succumb to it and de.
stray their usefulness by catering to caprices of supereil-
lious, social surroundings. In fact, I find words quite
inadequate to express my detestation of the flimsy super-
ficially in reference to the requirements of a musician and
of a musical education that meets me on all sides. What
missionaries we must he and how often are we placed on
the torture rack ! I have this to say of my pupils and to
all others as well, hold your independence and defend
your position. Strive not to win the laudation of your
inferiors by deviating from the course that your reason
and conscience marks out. Select some high ideal in your
profession and work to that. However limited the time
you propose to devote to the study of music, do what you
do well. Think of the metaphorical illustration of aim-
ing at the sun in order to shoot your highest. Kegard
him as a robber that steals from your future weal who
bids you pause in your studies and spend your precious
time for his idle amusement.
Life is short and art is long, it will take unremitting
toil to arrive at the goal of true excellence, where you
may receive the plaudits of true artists.
This has been my guide in the study of music. I first
chose the master-pieces for my study. I chose them not
because I then so much admired or uuderstooi them, but
because they were the footprints of great men, and I felt I
safe to follow whither they lead. I knew these works
must be models of excellence, and I bethought myself of
what Schumann had said, viz., that “ one must have a
hundred lives to learn that only which is good.” When
I studied any of these works I always imagined that the
. author stood beside nje and criticized my every move,
and I have come to notice and epjoy the ideal approval
or rebuke of these great masters far more than the idle
stamping of the herds or the silly clapping of certain
chronic cranks who toll about the concert halls and now
and then find their way into fashionable drawing-room
circles. I trust my language may not be misconstrued,
since it is intended only to reprove the art-crusher and
encourage the struggling art-builder to labor forward
with renewed and undaunted energy, for in doing he
will at last pass beyond the thought of what any crea-
ture may say or may think, finding his truest happiness
in wooing his loved and loving art.
MECHANICAL AIDS TO PIANO
PLAYING.
Editor of The Etude
:
At the risk of being called an old fogy, I wish to pro-
test in the interest of true art and againstthe use and. abuse
of all these numerous so-called aids towards mastering
the piano. Under this head I include dumb pianos,
dactylions, hand guides, and the already numerous techs,
with various sounding and. sonorous terminations, all
designating their especial uses in conquering the enemy
—technic. Now if these gentlemen had spent the time
they wasted in writing up their so-called discoveries in the
study of the brain, they would have realized the force
of that old and respectable adage in regard to driving
a horse to water, but then the difficulty of making Mm
drink when you get him there, precisely so with the
brain. It cannot be driven to do a thing any faster by
mechanical inventions.
The production of musical brain cells is not sensibly
hastened by these finger gymnasiums. We play the
piano with our brains and all the muscle training in the
world won’t accelerate the musical worth of our work
one particle.
Schumann says ‘ ‘ you cannot learn to speak from the
dumb,” and. while I won’t absolutely deny all use for
these many inventions, still the time could be so much
more profitably spent. One of the strong points made
by the various patentees is the claim that the nervous
system is spared much wear and tear, and that in the
case of the dumb piano and techniphone, one is enabled
to think the music so to speak.
I must admit the first claim seems plausible and come
to the conclusion thsStr-ofir forefathers possessed much
more nerve stamina than we do
;
but I still cling to the
old fashioned idea, prejudiced it may be, of wishing to.
hear music when I play it. I do my musical thinking
away from the piano altogether, and then again as I
pointed out two months ago in an article on the old piano
technique, the reason so many nerves suffer from practice
is the harshness of the modem touch, and the intolera-
ble noisiness of the modem piano-forte.
A rather heated discussion has been going on in the
columns of your paper, and much hm been said -pro
and eon in the dumb key-board,,..,. .Now the dumb key-
board has been psed for nearly a century and its excel-
lencies and limitations were perfectly understood years
ago. It is more useful than a table, but not as usefulhs a
piano, and no doubt a good thing for traveling pianists
when they can’t get a piano. The techniphone is simply
a key-board with a click at the end of it, in other words
it is superior to the dumb key-board, as it is able to
register to a certain degree the mistakes of the player.
The daetylion, invented by Levasser, is a slight im-
provement on that of Hero’s. It is about on a parwith the
rest of these inventions, although it has not the variety
of some others.
In London they are advertising an instrument called
the organo-piano, which claim to combine the sustaining
powers of the organ and still preserve the velocity princi-
ple of the piano. We don’t want this instrument, as the
classical literature of the piano does not call for any such
effects
;
as it is, the circular probably assarts more than
it is able to prove. Bohrer’s hand guide is also of little
practical value.
The Technicon, about which so much folk has been
expended, is simply a combination of old inventions, but
the question still remains, why notplay thepiano atonoe?
The inventor says, because his machine brings into better
play more muscles than the piano will. AH lean say to
that is, that bur fathers got along very well without all
this abnormal development of the flexor and extensor
muscles. . Hyff
In the March issue of your journal there is an article
m r^^ard to cutting the tendon of the fourth
finger.
New, of all the outrageous ideas this is certainly
tie worst. Surgeons may prove to us conclusively 'that
mis tendon. IS vestigial and the finger may be lifted an
appreciable distance more than the normal lift. But
what, may I ask, is the use of this difference in finger
lift? How Many of the world’s players have had this
operation performed ? and yet I think they were able to
play. No; I think that this age is merely prolific in
seekers alter novelties, and in many cases the outcome
of all this experimenting iS the search for the almighty
dollar. Profit and not art is the basis of their calcula-
tion, and therefore true art suffers not to speak of the
fraitlessneas of their endeavors. Brains and not machines
play the piano.
“OLD FOGY.”
^rackets’' jptpftttitcttt,
UNFOBTUNATE is he who, under any circumstances,
allows himself to say an unkind or even a petulent or
impatient word, or do any ungentle or discourteous act
to any committed to his charge, for he must suffer, not
less in Ms own estimation than in that of others, and
lose proportionately in self-respect and usefulness.
Anton Rubinstein and Hans von Biilow when con-
sidered together are somewhat like a new edition of
Liszt
;
although we think that Liszt himself is incompa-
rable. Biilow plays with premeditation,—the three
hundredth bar of a piers is already well designed and
shaped, long before its execution
;
in fact, he estimates
Ms rendition in advance. On the other hand, Rubin-
stein plays by impulse, spontaneously, as if he would
say to himself, “as the Lord will and it happens al-
most every time that the Lord’s will is manifested in
that marvelous playing. But sometimes he does not
listen to the divine inspiration
;
he refuses to be inspired,
and in such a case his execution is simply a “ musical
cataclysm.”
The true teacher brings all his mental powers to bear
when he is giving his instruction. Yes, all
;
those of
the heart and the mind
;
all must become active, and
nothing in him and about him must show a lack of in-
terest, tiredness, vexation, or exhaustion. His inborn
vivacity may, in the zeal of his duty, increase to the fire
of enthusiasm, hut never into passion or effervescence
;
a quiet and dignified bearing must be the normal state
of his mental condition. Only he, who in the position
of his body, in the movements of the hand, in the ex-
pression of Ms face, in his gestures, in the modulation
of the voice, in the use of his language shows self-con-
trol, only he deserves to be called a good teacher.—L.
Koehlek.
There is a lack on the part of teachers in adapting their
lessons to the capacities and attainments of their scholars.
The result, it seems to me, is about the same, whether
you give a lesson to a pupil that he or she cannot fairly
be expected to learn in reasonable time, nor, indeed, at
all, excepting by an amount of painful drudgery, that
would discourage all but the most enthusiastic and per-
severing—I say, it seems to me, that the result is about
the same, whether you give such lessons to your pupils,
or whether you give right ones, and allow them to be left
before they are learned ; indeed, the latter leads directly
to the former, the pupil not having mastered one diffi-
culty, is sent on unprepared to meet the next, which, in
turn, is left unfinished for the next, and so on to partial
or entire discouragement and failure. Jf we are asked,
“p not a lesson learned when the scholar can play or sing
it once through in tune and in time without stumbling 7"
We should answer no ; it is only begun. It is not learned
until it can be correctly performed with ail its proper ex-
pression to anybody, at any time, and under all circnm-
stsnces, on that day or the
:
day -after,' or the week after,
or the mouth mid the lesson that an average
cannot learn thus perfectly in the time allotted for prac-
tice is not a right lesson .—Musical Visitor.
Many times it will do pupils good to undertake to learn
a piece beyond their acquired ability. They always come
out the stronger For it, even if they do not master it.
Then it gives them a clearer idea of their own attain-
ments. To illustrate : An Englishman, who was a sports-
man, owned a bear and a young bull-dog. One day the
servant came rushing into his master’s room crying, “ The
bear and the dog are fighting, and the dog is getting most
killed. What shall 1 do?” “Let ’em fight,” said the
master, “ it will be the making of the dog.” It will often
be the making of the pupil to let him tussle with a diffi-
cult piece.
“ Taste, of all natural gifts,” says Rousseau, “ is that
which is most felt and less explained : It would not he
what it is, if it could he defined
;
for it judges of objects,
in which the judgment is not concerned, and serves,
as it were, as spectacles of reason.
“Genius creates, but taste makes the choice
;
and a
too abundant genius is often in want of a severe censor,
to prevent it from abusing its valuable riches. We can
do great things without taste, but it is that alone which
renders them interesting. It is taste which makes the
composer catch the ideas of the poet : It is taste which
makes the executant catch the ideas of the composer.
“It is taste which furnishes to each whatever may
adorn and augment their subject
;
and it is taste which
gives the audience the sentiment of their agreements.”
One of the besetting sins of teachers is the partiality
shown by some of them to certain of the scholars in
their classes. They do not seem to remember that tftey
are dealing with young people who are quick to notice
such discrimination, and who will reseat it by losing in-
terest in teacher and study. The well-trained instruct-
ors will, however much they may favor a bright or pretty
scholar, so conduct themselves with the class as not to
let their favoritism be known.
A correspondent sends us the following :
I have a boy pupil of ten years who has been
'
playing
since eighteen months, and is able to read the easier
sonatinas of Clement! and Kuhlau nearly correctly from
sight. I gave him lately the easier music of Mozart and
Beethoven, and told his father that the moment he would
ask me to give Ms little child a “piece,” I would refuse
to give him anymore lessons. I could not, and I would
not make such a condition to all my pnpils
;
some play
because they are forced by parents and teachers. To
such I give “The Battle of Manassas.” I read lately
that at the Conservatory at Vienna several hundred ap-
plicants for admission were refused for want of talent.
I wish I couly afford to be so independent
;
but we can’t
do it, and have to silence our conscience by taking
tuition fees which we know to be “ raosgesehmissenes
geld.”
We must he ourselves in whatever we do, whether it
be piano playing or anything else. We must exhibit an
individnality of our own (not an imitation of some one
else, be they ever so admirable) if we would exert a pro-
nounced influence and make our personality felt. And
I do not regard the quality as being inconsistent with a
correct and true interpretation of the intentions of the
composer
;
and I believe it possible to not only lose one’s
self in the music, but yet not put entirely away in^ivid-
j
uality. I do not mean personal vanity, bht ideas and i
conception. It is just this individnality that distin-
guishes us from oar fellows, and needs to be fostered and
encouraged by all right-thinking musicians. When I
receive letters from my Mend, I want to recognize his
familiar sign—manual—not a piece of Spencerian copper-
plate engraving.. When I hear him talk, I want to get
his ideas and see as he sees, in order to a farther improve-
ment of my own vision. Now, technic is an admirable
mid indispensable thing, but it goes jut so for and no
farther. I would rather hear a performance that re-
vealed soul, feeling, and real insight, than^a technical
one, be it ever so perfect, destitute of these vital quali-
ties. And I would gladly tolerate & wrong note once in
a while if I could bat be carried hway by the performer
on a high wave of emotion and grandeur, or floated
along on an enchanted stream of intoxicating beauty,
a thousand times more, than to listen to the moat perfect
technical performance devoid of all this, a barren peak,
a glistening iceberg. The high priest of the former is
Rubinstein, that Titan of the piano
;
the later, Von
Biilow, the infallible technician. It is needle® to say
which of these great players is my “Meal.”-—E. 8:
Mattoon.
People do not dream of the seif-saerifie® necessary to
preserve the purity of voice the public always expects
from me. I hardly dare g© out. I have to watch every-
thing I eat and drink, and the fear ©f a draught con-
stantly haunts me of a night.—Adelina Patti.
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
The following questions are selected from the papers
prepared by Dr. F. L. Ritter, of Vassar- College, for the
examinations for the degree of Musical Bachelor, at
Trinity College, Toronto, Canada. Dr. Ritter is offici-
ally appointed by that institution as examiner. The
musical examples in connection with the questions we
have not the space to give, but the questions will give a
clear idea what is demanded from each candidate :
Harmonize a given bass in four parts, introducing
secondary or non-dominant chords of the seventh, and
inversions, and add a plagal cadence, figure your base.
Harmonize a given melody in four parts, introducing
chromatic chords (modulations), interrupted (deceptive)
cadences, suspensions, perfect and plagal cadences.
Give the roots of a given exercise written out in four
parte, and' rewrite the same exercise in score, using
proper clefs.
Correct a given and faulty exercise of four part har-
mony.
Modulate from D Minor to E fiat Major, from C sharp
Minor to A flat Major, using only on® chord
;
that is,
aiding two chords to the first.
Harmonize a given chorale in four parts, upon har-
mony, use proper clnis.
Place the same chorale alternately in the alto and
tenor, transposed each time into another key
;
do not
use the same bass in the above three exercises.
Write a progression of chords on a pedal not, in triple
time
;
there must be at least three chords in each
measure.
Two-parts.^pVIrite counterpoint of the second-’Sffecies
above a given canto ferine, and of the fourth species
below.
Three-parts.—Add to a given canto fermo, soprano and
bass, upper part fifth species, bass third Species.
Four-parts.—Add to a given canto fermo, soprano in
the fifth species, ienorin the second species, and ©ass in
the third spicies.
Five-parts—Add to a given canto fermo, four-parts
in counterpoint of various species.
Six-parts.—-Add to a given canto fermo, five-parts,
middle parts in counterpoint of the first species, bass in
the third.
Write an imitative counterpoint in four-parts on a
given canto fermo, in the bass.
Continue a canon in the fourth below, of which the
beginning (three measures) is given, add a free coda, also
a free bass'; there must be at least eight bars within the.
repeat.
Write a double counterpoint in the octave; fifth
species, above a given canto fermo, write inversion below,
add a florid bass and figure it.
Write a double counterpoint in the tenth, on a given
canto fermo, show the inversion. *
Write the answers to three different given fugue
subjects.
Write a correct answer to a given fugue subject, and
add a counter-subject.

cres






h. This exercise was originally intended for a staccato exercise, and as such it sounds more effective. It can, however, be played legato.
b. The utility of tire exercise lies in this, that it passes through all the major keys and their relative minors.
c. Uniform fingering is retained throughout. Special care must be taken to avoid hesitating too frequently.
d. Fix each key in the mind before going to the next, and be able to tell at any moment in what key you are playing. A practical knowledge oi
harmony is almost indispensable in an exercise of this kind, and the practice, if perfectly done, is very fascinating.
'
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'OB THE ETUDE.
T OF TUNE.
Bkoken ? Not broken, merely out of tune.
A little chord too feeble to withstand
The constant thrumming of an unskilled hand
Only one little note to spoil the theme
J
Let it be silent, strike the other keys
And sweet and clear will ring their harmonies
But ’tis the key-note, and may not be mute
;
What does it matter tho’ the rest be sweet ?
Without it the whole air is incomplete.
None howe’er skilled can play the melody.
For ’tis too dark to tune the note to-night.
Wait patiently until the morning light.
ABOUT PIANO-FORTES.
H. W. HAWES.
T¥D1.
and psaltery, and before these the Egyptian, Grecian,
and 'Roman harps and lyres innumerable.”
“But,” said Emily, “ you’ve already got right away
from the piano-forte,”
“ Into the remotest ages of antiquity, my love ; it’s
necessary, yon know, in treat!ngasubject philosophically
;
but where would you like to begin in the series?”
“ What’s the eifcole,” said. Emily, “ and what has the
lyre and harp got to do with any of them ?”
“ Ah, I see I must begin at the beginning. Some of
the harps of antiquity were struck with a quill or ‘ plec-
trum’—we know very little about them, except that
some were round, and some square, some with three
comers, some with more
;
some had ten strings, some
thirteen
;
and modifications of these varieties formed
the staple of stringed instruments in the Middle Ages.
The Middle Ages, then, had harps of all kinds, and out
of the harps grew the psaltery, the dulcimer, and citole.
The psaltery (from ! psaltendo, ’ singing) was a box with
metal strings stretched over it
;
it was plucked with a
quill. The dulcimer (‘ dulce melos, ’ sweet sound) was
also a box with strings stretched over it ; but it was
struck with two crooked sticks. The citole, or ‘ little
chest’ was another box with strings stretched over it
but it was played with the fingers. ~ And now roll all
these into one, and you get the first glimmering notion
or embryo of a piano. A piano has three fundamental
ideas : Percussion (hammer)
;
Vibration on sonorous box
(sounding-board)
;
and Finger touch through mechanical
action (key-board). From the dulcimer, sometimes
called hacbret, or backboard (alas, how many young
ladies go back to the dark ages and tom their pianos
into backboards !)—from the dulcimer, I was observing,
you get percussion with a hammer
,
and from all three you
get the sonorous box, or sounding board ; but no one had
yet thought of that crowning glory—that now, at length,
so perfect and -subtle a minister of touch,
t
the key-board.
As early as the eleventh century the key-board was
applied to the organ, and sometime afterward an un-
known Italian (perhaps Guido—not the painter, my
dear) adapted it to stringed instruments, and hence arose
the elavicytherium or keyed-lyre. For many reasons
the clavicytherium was not extensively popular, and for
centuries after we read that at the feasts there was
‘ Cytoling and eke harping, ye fydle, doveemere, ye
psaltery, and voices sweet as bell.’ But little mention
is made of the clavicytherium, the ‘ dark horse’ which
was after all to be the winner. The fact is, in these
days people progressed by moving one step forward and
two backward, e.g., the clavicytherium was fitted with
catgut strings, and plucked with quills, called jacks
;
and
so, incredible as it may seem, the instrument, in gaining
a key-board, actually lost its metal strings and the per-
cussion touch ! The construction of the clavicytherium
was coarse and simple to a fault
;
I have no doubt that,
like our first harmoniums, it was always getting out of
order-keys sticking, catgut snapping, and was altogether
much less manageable and portable than backboards
and eitoles.
‘
‘ The clavichord (
£
clavis, ’ a key
;
5
chorda, ’ a string),
fifteen hundred was a real advance
;
it was in meet
respects like the claviyctherlum, with the restoration of
metal strings and the addition of that sine qua non of all
harmony—-the damper. The damper, as every one
knows, is a piece of cloth which descends .upon the strings
-after they have been struck, to check the vibration and
prevent the sounds from running into one another.
“The clavicymbal differed only from the clavichord
in shape ; it bore the same relation "to the clavichord
that a small square piano does to an upright semi-grand.
“With the clavichord, and clavicymbai we enter civi-
lized regions
;
instead of having to fell back upon
unknown dulcimer players copied from old manuscripts,
and ladies out of stained windows with eitoles on their
laps, we have the solemn figure of old Sebastian Bach,
with his heat periwig and ' silk stockings, thrumming
those wonderfully melodious jigs and sarabands on his
favorite instrument, the clavichord. ‘I find it,’ he says,
‘ capable of expressing the most refined thoughts. I
do not believe it possible to produce from any harpsi-
chord or piano-forte (i. e., a piano-forte of the Bach
period) such a variety in the gradations of tone as upon
this instrument, which, I allow, is poor in quality and
small in scale, bnt extremely flexible.’
“ The virginal and spinet were still nearer approaches
to the piano-forte
;
they were an improved and more
expensive kind of clavichord
;
they were much in vogue
toward the end of the sixteenth century, and were found
chiefly in the Elizabethian boudoirs of the fine ladies of
that stirring and romantic epoch. Here, for instance, is
a picture drawn from life. It is to be found in the
* Memoirs of Sir James Melvil,’ 1683, ambassador from
Mary, Queen of Soots, to Elizabeth :— ‘ She (Eliza-
beth) asked me if she (Mary, Queen of Soots,) played
well.’ I said, ‘ Reasonably for a queen. ’ This reminds
ns of Handel’s reply to his royal patron who asked him I
how be liked his playing on the violihcello— ‘ Vy, sir,
your highness plays like a prince !’ I wrote a little son- i
net the other day, my dear, which would apply equally
well to Mary, Queen of Soots, at her virginal, or to yon
at your piano.”
“ Piano-foktes, sir ! stuff, sir !” said my uncle
;
“the
most abominable things ever invented. Girls do noth-
ing in. these days but strum on these confounded piano-
Tfortes. When I was a young man they used to be taught
sewing and cooking
;
they didn’t waste their time over
tmshy novels, and love-songs, and pianos ; but now, sir,
they’re not content with the occupations of sensible
women, they most needs make fools of themselves and
ruin the patience and digestion of their fellow-creatures
into the bargain. If I attempt to go to sleep after dinner
that piano-forte begins up-stairs with the ‘ Dead-March in
Saul,’ or an imitation of the bag-pipes, and when I com-
plain, I am told that sleep after dinner is not good for
me. In the morning, sir ; that is to say, when your in-
tended wife is staying in the house, I am awakened
by scales before breakfast. If I go to the sea-side for
peace and quiet, I am driven out of the house by pianos
on both sides
;
and if I go out to dinner, the men hurry
over their wine and get up stairs to the women, who
squall and bang the piano for the remainder of the
evening. You tell me you are going to be married, sir
;
I am glad to hear it. You say that Emily plays
;
I am
sorry for it. You say she’ll want a new piano for her
new house
;
I’ve no doubt of it. But if yon suppose
for one moment I am going to indulge idleness by en-
couraging the manufacture of those abominable instru-
ments, you’re mistaken, sir-!” And so saying, my uncle
took out his yellow silk bandana, threw it over his face,
and leaning in his arm-chair, was soon asleep.
My uncle was the kindest-hearted of men, but this
was his peculiar method of expressing himself. Emily
certainly wanted a new piano, and we both thought that
uncle might give us one
;
nor was I seriously discouraged
at the manner in which he took my broad hint to that
effect. “ Omnia vincit amor," said I
;
and I was not far
wrong, as the event proved, for it appeared that Emily
knew a trick worth two of mine. I was just rising to
leave the room, when I heard -a soft, well-known step
outside
;
the door gently opened, and Emily herself
peeped in.
In another minutewe had both passed out of the dining-
room window on to the lawn. A spreading cedar stood
black against the sky, and the first stars seemed to hang
like paie .gems among its branches. After a few turns we
came in. My uncle had a curious objection to finding
himself alone when he awoke. He liked to believe that
he never exceeded Ms forty winks, and I used to humor
him in this harmless fancy by generally appearing inno-
cently in the room abont the time he woke np, as though
I had never left it. Much to our relief, we found him
still asleep. There was an Indian sofa by the window.
We sat down and continued our conversation in low
tones.
“And now talk sensibly,” said Emily, settling herself
very demurely with her hands before her. (It was quite
clear there was to be no more nonsense. ) “You promised
to tell me what yon had been writing about the piano-
forte.” And so whatever sentiment there may have
been in the garden was brought to an end
;
and owning
her gentle power to control and regulate my pulses—as
• an instrument owns the tonch of a cunning artist—
I
drew one or two loose notes out of my pocket, and, col-
lecting my wandering thoughts, began
:
“Before the piano-forte came the harpsichord, and
before the harpeichorl came the nonet, and before the
spinet came virginal, and before the virginal came the
clavichord and monochord, and before these the clavicy-
fhsrinm, before that the citole, before that Hie dulcimer
“ Oh, do please repeat it to me,” said Emily.
‘
‘ I cannot recollect it, but the moon is already so bright
I think I can see to read it,—
“How oft when thou, my music, music playest,
Upon that blessed weed whose motion sound*
Wills thv sweet fi peers, when thou gently sway’at
The wiry concord that my ear confound*
;
Do 1 envy those jacks that nimble leap
To kiss the tender inward of thy hand,
Whilst my poor Ups that should that harvest reap
At the woods boldness by the blushing stand ti
To be so tickled, they would change their stats
And situation with those dancing chip?.
O’er whom thy Gages-* walk with gentle gait,
Making dead wood more blest than living lijffl i
Since saucy jacks so happy are in this,
Give them thy fingers—me thy lips—to kies.”
“You shocking old cheat!” exclaimed my listener,
giving me a gentle box on the ear; “that’s Shake-
speare, f
“Well, I did not say that I made it; I only said I.
wrote it.” And with this feeble shuffle, I continued,
gravely,—
“About the year 1700 the virginal went out of fashion,
and its place was finally taken by the improved clavi-
chord, called spinet (from ‘spina,’ a thorn—hence ‘quill’),
and later on, harpsichord. In 1760 a first-class harpsi-
chord by Rucker, the most celebrated maker, cost one
hundred guineas. A grand harpsichord looked precisely
like a grand piano, only it was provided with two key-
boards, one above the other, the top one being to the
bottom on© very much what the swell key-board of'the
organ is to the main key-board. To every note there
were four strings, three in unison, the fourth tuned an
octave higher, and there were stops capable of shutting
off or coupling any of these together. The quality of
the sound depended upon the material of which the jack
was made—-whether, that is, the string was struck with
cloth, quill, metal, or buff leather
;
the quantity did not
depend, as in the piano, upon the finger-touch, but upon
the number of strings coupled together by the stops. It
now at last occurred to admirers of. the harp and violin
that all refinement of musical expression depended upon
tonch, and that whereas you could only pluck a string
by machinery in one way, you might hit it in a hundred
different ways.
“The long-abandoned notion of striking the strings
with a hammer was at length revived, and,-by the addi-
tion of this third and last element, the harpsichord
emerged into the piano-forte. The idea occurred to
three men at the same time, about the beginning of the
eighteenth century,—Cristofali, an Italian, Marins, a
Frenchman, and Schroter^a German
;
the palm probably
rests with the Italian, although so clumsy were the first
attempts that little success attended them, and good
harpsichords on the 'wrong principle were still preferred
to bad pianos on the right one
;
but the key-note of the
new instrument had been struck in more senses than one
—the object of centuries was in fact accomplished—the
age of the quill, pig’s bristle, thorn, ivory tongue, etc.,
was rapidly drawing to a close. A small hammer was
made to strike the string and awake a clear, precise,
and delicate tone unheard before, and the 1 scratch with
a sound at the end of it’ was about to be consigned,
after a long reign, to a® eternal oblivion.
“ We cannot wonder at the old harpsichord and clavi-
chord lovers, even the greatest of them, not taking
kindly at first to the piano-forte
;
the keys required a
greater delicacy of treatment, it became necessary for
musicians and amateurs to change their style of play-
ing, and this alone was enough to band over the new.
instrument to the rising generation. Silberman showed
two of his piano-fortes to Sebastian Bach, who praised
them as ingenious pieces of mechanism, but complained
of their feebleness of tone. Silberman, nothing discon-
certed, retired into his workshop, and after some years
of study, during which no expense was spared, he at
last produced an instrument which even Bach, wedded
as he was to the clavichord, pronounced to be 1 without
fault.’ From that moment a rapid demand for Sliber-
man ’s pianos rose throughout Germany
;
they could not
be mafia fast enough. '
“Frederick the Great, who indulged in a variety of
the most improbable pursuits, had several of them about
bis palace
;
and having the finest pianos, he was natu-
rally anxious to hear the finest player in the world play
upon them. But Sebastian Bach, like other great * spirits
of the vasty deep,’ would not always come when called
tor. At last, one night in the year 1747, as the King
took np his Ante to perform a concerto at private concert
in the palace, a messenger came in with a list of the
guests already arrived. With his Ante in his hand, thr
ling ran over the names, and, turning suddenly to. the
musicians in a most excited, manner, said : ‘ Gentler*”™
old Bach is come !’ The great*man had indeed aligl
' m
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after hislong journey, at his aim’s house
;
but 1
orders from the King ne wife harried to the pal
concert was suspended
;
no donht thqconrtie:
groups, began eagerly discussing the new
the King’s enthusiasm speedily spread th
assembly. Presently the door opens, and
in his dusty traveling coat, his eyes som
by the sudden glare of light, steps into the in
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lordlyeeinpanyof powdered, wigs and
s ana awoi
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doublets, sod
diamonded tiara d s rd hilts.'' His Mtgesty, after a.
warm and unceremonious greeting, besought the great
contrapuntist to improvise to the company and Bach
•pawed the remainder of the evening in going from room to
room, followed by troops of admiring ladies, court ladies,
and musicians, and trying ‘forte-pianos made by SUber-
'
:
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‘.Bat the mas who, store than any other, made the
piano and piano-forte music popular in England and all
ever, file Continent, was Muzi© dementi, born at Rom®,im Aft eighteen he composed bis Op. II., which forms
the basis of all modern piano forte sonatas, and which
JMwssfeiftts Bach observed, * only the devil and dementi
could play.’ Clement! was educated in England by the
kindness of Mr. Beckford, gad soon rivaled Bach as a
/popular teacher. In 1780 he went to Paris, mid was
' perfectly astounded at his reception. He was dabbed
the greatest player of the age, Mozart perhaps excepted,
and soon afterward left for Vienna, where he became
acquainted with Mozart, the reigning star, father Haydn,
m& old Salieri, who was decidedly going off, and who
hated the new music, new plan®, and everything new.
84 One evening, Mozart and dementi met in the draw-
ing-room of the Emperor Joseph II.
;
the Emperor and
Empress of Burns were the only others present. The-
royal trio were longing for a little music
;
but hew could
one great master take precedence of the other ? :: At last,
dementi, the elder of the two, consented to begin,
which he did with a long improvisation, winding up
- with a sonata. ‘ Aliens, ’ said the Emperor, turning to
Mecarft, *d’raut lee !’ (now fire- away !) ; and . Mozart,
after a short prelude, played one of his own sonatas.
The royal audience appear to have been delighted, and
probably thought one about as good as the other
;
but
Mozart observed of dementi : ‘ He is a good player,
and that is all
;
he has great facility with his right hand,
but net an atom ef taste or feeling !’
(Concluded in next issue.)
PHRASING.
ABTHUB W, MABCHANT.
Phbasing is the proper rendering of music with re-
ference to its melodic form. A performer who brings
into due prominence the grouping of sounds into figures,
(sentences, etc., is said to phrase well. Formerly the
phrasing of music was left to be discovered by the intel-
ligence of the performer. Modem writers nse various
signs as indications of their wishes, such as the slur, sf,
etc.
;
all these we useful in their place, but still there
remain many things to be expressed for which no written
signs are used, *4 this can only be done by snaking an
'analysis, of the melodic form of the composition. The
student of musical phrasing will find instruction in the
habits ofspeech. The meaning of a sentence is conveyed
by the wsrda in which It is uttered
;
in the .silence in-
volved in the employment of punctuation, the hearer’s
mind realizes the messing reflectively by the action. of
memory during the sound vacuum which punctuation
inserts between the different sentences. In exercise of
this compound active and reflective method of arriving
at the meaning of a sentence, the speaker terminates his.
last word ©r syllable with a sharp sadden silence. The
same process holds good in music
;
the performer most
take a point of shortening the last note of meh phrase,
life* prolonged final note at the end of movements is a
modem artifice, the object of which is the expression of
sonority merely
; and in effect, it releases the. hearer
from the task of listening farther. r -
A great power in the expression of rhythmical propor-
tions, as of melodic evolution also, is the bind or tie.
By linking together melodic particles into definite and
proportioned figures, it has become to the musician the
source of melodic sympathy. Full of character as the
staccato pronunciation of a note may be, such sounds
have little or ho rhythmical power, serving as they do
rate to disconnect than to unite.
The greatest care should be exercised in Observing all
kinds of ties. (In piano playing, it is well to lower the
wrists in the-peA?nuance of let;* ..* j or groups of
tied notes. The wrists should be slightly raised, in
order to assist the fingers in the performance of staccato
effects.) Large dm3*, pointing rhythmical climaxes,
or standing out as solitary strokes of sound, should be
pined from the lower part of the arms, with the fingers
ana wrists held firmly. Tim length or value of notes,
and tim different systems of time measurement, are in-
dwpnrifelanew*® im &* expression ofmelodic evcitatieg i
mad pgsgmAsm, Underlying and firming the bods of
the itefeftg* at mfiticaJ measures, is the motive sad reg-
uMfeg power, spoken of tedaidesliy m the
of music, that expression of active life which the heart
action is of a living being. An examination of music
of all ages reveals the fact that, notwithstanding the
various fashions of notation—for the shape of the notes
defines their duration—musical thoughts ever travel at
a pulsatory pace, which varies from sixty to about one
hundred beats per minute.
Aeeentutation is another important feature in the
scheme of time action. Musical accents are the more
prominent pulsations, oecuring always at the beginning,
and in some measures in a secondary degree, in the
middle of the bar. Save in the indications of the letter
C of the ordinary time measurement from the standard
or longest note of modern music, the semi-breve or whole
note, the different time divisions are denoted by frac-
tional figures, expressing parts of the whole note used in
the bar. These divisions can he made clear to the
young student by pointing out that the upper figure
shows the number of beats to be counted in each bar,
while the lower figure indicates what p;irt of the whole
note the counted beat represents.
Accentuation divides pulsations into groups of even
and odd numbers, twos and threes, such divisions being
practically represented in douple and triple times
;
when
the different typical groups of pulsatory beats are inter-
mingled in the same bar, then compound times are
formed. Although the measuring of time quantities is
a natural, and indeed a life-giving, process in music,
good time-keepers are strangely rare. It would be well
for teachers to train young performers most carefully to
realize the regulating power of the pulsatory beats, and
to feel folly their division into equal quantities, bar by
bar, of accented and unaccented throbbing.
This perception of the force, equality, and division of
of pulsations is the very root of the art of keeping time
well. The sense of rhythmical action is conveyed in
cadence points, the more complete cadence forms being
reserved to express the termination of perfectly rounded
sentences. The phrase and section, terminated as they
are by half or not fully formed cadences, which gener-
ally have the fifth or third of the chord uppermost, cor-
respond with those sentences in speech which are rounded
off by the comma, semicolon, or colon. Musical senten-
ces, in their complete form, are finished by the full ca-
dence, generally having the root-note of the chord in
both of the external parts, which, in effect, corresponds
with the period terminating a sentence of words.
A Talking Piano.—A piano which gives an imita-
tion of the human voice has been recently brought from
Vienna. The principle of its construction is different
from that of the phonograph, voicing the ideas of the
operator instead of reproducing the words. The piano
is made to utter sounds and words mote or less intelligi-
bly by mechanical contrivances in imitation of all the
separate organs of speech in naan. A bellows from be-
hind sends the force of air into the larynx, where the
primal sound is produced by the vibrations of a thin
piece of bone. The sound coming from here is modified
at will. The lips and tongue are made of India rubber,
and the lower jaw and tongue are moveable and thus
able to control the sounds which are produced. To sup-
ply the place of a nose, directly 'underneath the mouth
and in connection with it is a lemon-shaped chamber to
which a rubber tube curved upwards forms an outlet.
When the air is driven through, the nasal sounds of the
Instrument are produced. A series of stops placed di-
rectly in front of the vocal chords in the larynx, and
under the control of the operator by pedals, regulate the
pitch of the sound. The key-board by which it is oper-
ated consists of fourteen keys representing fourteen dis-
| tinct letters or .gonads, The others are formed by com-
binations. The tone is necessarily hard and rough, hut
the enunciation is said to he surprisingly distinct. The
piano was invented in 1864 by a resident of Vienna, and
has been widely exhibited throughout Europe.
.
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That the piano is growing rapidly in popularity is
shown from the fact that about $20,000,000 are paid
out annually for these instruments. For all this the
number of really artistic performers is comparatively
small, although there are thousands who play well and
tens of thousands whose ability ranges from mediocrity
to fairness. The piano produces a refining and elevating
lafliimM, and affords great pleasure and entertainment.
It has been said that ‘‘housekeeping closes the piano-lid
forever,” and while this is to a certain extent trne, there
are thousands of exceptions ; thousands of homes made
happy after tin evening meal by the wife’s accomplish-
ment** as a pianist or vocalist. It would be better for
the peace of many a couple if the piano-lid was not
dosed alter marriage, fiat the pleasures of music will
prevent ike taste for *«w elegant pleasures and impart
sunshine and happinew on the domestic circle. Let
wivai who have nuaweft the piano to remain dosed, fey
,
'mg as in the good timee gone by,
ki mi ‘A 5 tut im good dd
will not
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CONCERT PROGRAMMES. ,
Augusta Female Seminary, Staunton, Fa., Carl Hlntz
Director.
1.
Symphony (two pianos, eight hands), Beethoven
;
2. The Harp (vocal solo), Molloy
;
3. La Gazelle (piano
solo), Wollenhaupt
;
4. In the Quiet Night (string quar-
tette), E. Weisenborn
;
5. Wedding March (piano duet),
Jensen
;
6. Annie’s Violets (vocal solo), Hintz
;
7. Ma-
zurka (piano solo), Sehullhoff
;
8. Martha (overture,
eight hands), Flotow.
L. Mathias, Toledo, Ohio, Teacher.
1. Stradeila (overture), Flotow
;
2. Sonata in G Major,
Mozart
;
3. Sonatina, Op. 98, No. 1, Reinecke ; 4. Invi-
tation to Dance, Weber
;
5. Phantasia, Norma (for violin),
Dancla
;
6. Etude Galop, Quidant
;
7. Three Studies,
Beyer
;
8. Souvenir de Beethoven (Rondo), Kuhlan
;
9. a. Invention, Bach, b. Song Without Words (N. 23),
Mendelssohn, e. Perpetual Movement (Rondo), Weber
;
10. Sonata (for violin and piano), Knecken
;
11. Gipsy
Rondo, Haydn
;
12. a. Harmonious Blacksmith, Haen-
del, b. The Mill, Jensen, c. Rondo in A Minor, Mozart
;
13. Sonatina, Op. 88, No. 3, Kuhlau ; 14. a. Fugue in
C Minor, (Welltemp Clay. II No. 2), Bach, b. Sonata,
Op. 2, No. 3 (four movements), Beethoven, c. Rigoletto,
Liszt
;
15. Polish Dance, Scharwenka
;
16. a. Polonaise,
Op. 26, No. 1, Chopin, b. Traeurmerei and Ronianza,
Schumann, c. Rondo Capricioao, Mendelssohn
;
16.
Themes from Eiisir d’ amour (trio, for violin, violon-
cello, and piano), Vilbac and Lefort.
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Female College, ( has. Davis Carter.
1. Fugue, G Minor (organ), J. S. Bach
;
2. a. In the
Distance, Kalliwoda, b. The Ceaseless Echo, (songs with
violin obligato), C. D. Carter
;
3. Elsa’s Dream (Lohen-
grin), Wagner-Liszt
;
4. Gavotte (organ), Handel
; 5,
Sonata for Violin and Piano-forte, Grieg
;
6. Sonata.
Pastorale (organ), Jos. Rheinberger
;
7. a. Evening’s
Twilight, Hatton, b. Dame Cuckoo (trios for female
voices), Hauptmann
;
8. Overture to Semiramide (organ),
Rossini.
Mary Stillwell, Teacher
,
Fairbury, III.
1. Qui Vive, Ganz ; 2. The Broken Pitcher, Pentet
;
3. Air Mandate, Czerny
;
4. L’Argentine Mazourka,
Ketterer
;
5. Dream Faces, Hutchison
;
6. Moonlight on
the Hudson, Wilson
;
7. Rain Drops, Eaton
;
8. May
Bells, Spindler
;
9. Alla Stella Confident®, Robawdi
|
10. Jubel, Weber
;
11. ThqJBegger Girls, Curtiss ; 12.
Polonaise, Lichner
;
13. Pizzieati, Delibes
; 14. Tran-
merei, Schumann
;
15. Danse Rustique, Mason
;
16. H
Trovature, Verdi
;
17. Krokowiak (Rondo de Concert),
Chopin.
Sedalia (Mo.) University, G. S. Bowe, Director.
1. Piano, Sonatina in F Major (a. Allegro, b. Rondo),
Beethoven
;
2. Vocal, When the Sunbeams, Westendorf
3. Little Wanderer, Lange ; 4. Vocal Duett, ’Tis the
Hour for Music, Farmer
;
5. Hunting Song, Spindler
6. Piano, Sonata (a. Allegro, b. Andante, c. Allegro),
Kuhlau
;
7. Nocturne, Lange
;
8. Swedish Wedding
March, Sodermann
;
9. Danse Ecossais in G?, Baker
;
10. Angel’s Whispering, Blake ; 11. Female Quartette,
Softly Sleep, Schultz.
Carl Gagrtyer, Philadelphia, Pa.
1. Concert (for violin), Mendelssohn ; 2. The Violet
Wreath (vocal), Gsertner ; 3. Puritani (duo), Thalberg
4. Le Trille Du Diahle (senate for violin), Tartini ; 5.
Farewell (song), Gaertner
;
6. (a) Adagio Religioso (b)
Capricio (for violin), Gaertner.
Misses. Mawson, Philadelphia, Pa.
1. Linda di Chamouni (duet), Donizetti ; 2. Hun-
garian Airs (violin), Ernst ; 3. Awake Saturnia, Handel
4. Toccata and Fugue (piano), Bacb-Tausig ; 5. Ave
Maria, with violin obligato, Gounod ; 6. Nocturne, F
sharp Major, Qp. 15, No. 2, Chopin ; 7. Minuet, B fiat
Major, Op. 32, No. 2, Sternberg ; 8. Thine Eyes so Blue
and Tender, Lassen ; 9. Nocturne (violin), Chopin ; 10.
Russian Dance (violin), J. F. Rhodes ; 11. Penso (by
request), Tosti ; 12. Mefistofele (Duet), Boito.
Philadelphia Musical Academy, Bichard Zeckwer,
Director.
1. Idvile (piano solo), Spindler ; 2. Moment Musical
(piano solo), Ph. Scharwenka : 3. When I Think (vocal),
Haydn
;
4. La Dance des Fees (piano solo), Jael ; 5.
Serenade (vocal), Weekerlin ; 6. (a) Austrian Air (b)
Carnival of Venice (violin solos), Weiss; 7. My Peace
is Gone (Goethe’s Faust), (vocal), Hoffmann ; 8 Rondo,
E fiat (piano solo), Weber ; 9. Linger not (vocal), ?.
Rondinella ; 10. Dance Macabee (piano quartette), Saint
Basils; 11. Crucifix (vocal), FaUre; 12. Coissoiatie®
(pirno solo) Mendelssohn ; 13. Albas® Leaf {jRanoMdb^
Grieg ; 14. Ike Noblest (vocal). Schunssma ; IS. Mazurka
«t© Salon (pfoao sol®), Twriirifcowski ; 1C T Air Vsiifev-
(violin solo), Beriot ; 17. Adelaide (vocal), Beethoven ;
•
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CORRESPONDENCE.
THEIR DBTBtOPMMT AND STYLES.
During the past century thousands of pianists have
been turned out from the well-know and unknown con-
servatories; as also by the numerous instructors, and
still how few have become great in an artistic and scien-
tific point of view. Why do so few aspire to be virtuosos
of a second or third order? Is it the fault of the pupil,
the public, or the master? It may be said, all three are
to blame.
The student who arrives from a conservatoire with a '
premier prix, such as a race horse might gain after a race,
imagines that he has no rival in his— can I say art ? No,
trade. He possesses technic of a certain kind—-that is,
he earn hammer out a brilliant fantasie, and murder a
Chopin nocturne.
These individuals grow long hair, and are so-called
pianists. Where is their talent, in their hair or fingers,
or in their brain, which should act as a commander to
its ten soldiers, viz., the fingers? They have little idea
of composition, and never think -of a higher sphere of
work to leave a great name. It is the great craze for
show. Fame can only come with years of hard labor.
When we consider the lives of the great apostles of our
art, as well as others, where do we find rapid recognition
leading to lasting fame?
How few understand properly how to judge an artist.
The average critic encourages ordinary and sensational
players, and those that aspire to something great are not
heard of. How few have the chance of being tested.
Talent cannot be held back any more than the waves
of the ocean can be chained.
If yon are conscious of really possessing true talent,
then develop it. Practice with untiring labor until the
fingers are capable of fulfilling the requirements of the
artist
;
at the same time do not neglect the spirit of the
composer. Don’t play, but “act.” Numerous examples
might be given as to interpretation. I will cite one in-
stance—Beethoven’s Sonata Appassionato, Op. 57.
Imagine that you are expressing the passion of a fran-
tic being, bnt do not forget the proper phrasing. Play
your crescendos in a manner that gives the effect of
“ raving.” Speak with your fingers
;
act, throw passion
and soul into your playing.
Interpret the second part as a dream—as if you heard
your nwn Marche Funebre. In the finale, awaken and
discover that it was a dream. Thus only will you pro-
perly express the title, sonata appassicnata.
' A story can be told in every good composition. The
public may fail to understand this, but remember that
you are only doing justice to the great departed masters
and their immortal compositions.
I will endeavor to exemplify the styles of a few emi-
nent piano-forte virtuosos.
Liszt, the greatest of all living pianists, possesses the
power to draw his listeners to him, either in sorrow or
in happiness. He plays everything in the manner I
have just spoken of. He may be termed the monarch of
the piano-forte.
Rubinstein is a virtuoso, of whose playing one never
tires. He plays all composers well. His playing in the
compositions of Bach, Mozart, itandel, Haydn, and
Beethoven, is so wonderful that he is unequaled by any
other living artist. His school is perfect
;
his phrasing
remarkable. He is one of the greatest pianists that has
ever come before the public.
Yon Bulow is also a wonderful virtuoso. His intelli-
gence in phrasing is not so perfect as that of several
other pianists
;
nevertheless, he has great merits of his
own, and possesses a remarkable memory. His style
and technic, however, are not equal to that of Rubin-
stein.
Pachmann is another wonderful virtuoso. His inter-
pretation of Chopin is most delightful. It is very simi-
lar to the composer’s own playing. His technic is mar-
velous, but he knows little of the other great masters.
Mme. Essipoff plays well at times. She has lost
much of her refinement. Her interpretation of Schu-
mann and Chopin is not so beautiful as of old. She de-
lights in playing as powerfully as possible, which, of
course, is detrimental to a delicate touch.
Mme. Mentor is another brilliant virtuoso. The force
of her playing in bravura passages resembles Rubinstein
in the passion she throws into her performance.’
Mr. Eugene D’Albert, the young English pianists, is
a new comer and an artist of uncommon order. His
technic is unsurpassed, while his playing exhibits great
passion and brilliancy. He interprets some of the works
of Beethoven, Liszt, and Rubinstein, in a wonderful
manner. He does not express or reproduce the romantic
qualities of Chopin and Schumann, and his phrasing is
not equal to the rest of his playing.
There are many great pianists that could be mentioned,
including Mme. Schumann, MM. Platn4, Joseffy, and
others, bat sufficient examples have been given to illus-
trate that it requires soul, passion, and imagination, as
well as technic, to become a great artist.—L. C. in the
Mtt Note.
C. H. KEHR, NEWNAN, GA.
In the March number of The Etude, Mr. D. N;
Hood referred to what he learned in his youth
;
now, in
my case, eleven years (from three to fourteen) I was
trained in the use of German fingering. Since then I
and yet I am for foreign fingering. One reason with me
is, that the best musicians of the world have , used it,
and surely they would use the best. Another reason
with me is, that it makes a division of the baud 1-3-5
and the other two lingers 2-4. This may he called
fanciful, bnt I have used it to advantage especially in
changing from one to the other. Bnt of all things
let us have one and save us from, the mixed state of
things in which we find ourselves at the present time.
I for one thank you for the efforts you are making in this
direction, and hope they may soon be crowned with
H. S. WARNER, SUSQUEHANNA, PA.
that I am not particular about which one is used. My
wish, is, that one or the other of the two modes would
be universally adopted, and the other discarded, since if
is a great nuisance to nave
W. H. Nkavb sends this bit of
revised and improve
A Canine Trio.—When Cimarosawont to Naples, after
a long absence, he was waited on by a manager, who, after
meeting with much ill-success, hoped to retrive Mmselfby
securing something new from the great master. Hebegged
for some morceau which could be introduced at once upon
the stage and draw the attention of the public, which
was neglecting Ms performances. Cimarosa replied that
he “ must first hear the singers to judge what to write.”
The manager acknowledged that they were bad
;
so
Cimarosa agreed to go and hear them that night.
When the first act was over, the manager rushed to
to him, and asked Ms opinion, “ You told me your
singers were bad,” he answered, “ why they are excel-
lent
;
but so much the better. I have pit an idea which
will suit them, suit you, and suit the public, too. Come
early, to-morrow, and I will have something ready for
you.” “But,” said the manager,” “ our poet is here
ready to write the words as you may direct.” “No
matter about that,” said Cimarosa, “I have got the
j
whole thing in my head,—-words, music, and all.”
The next morning there appeared a flaming announce-
ment, in which it was stated that a new and superb
terzetto would be introduced that evening, written ex-
pressly for the occasion, by the celebrated Cimarosa. An
immense crowd was attracted, and when the ierzettops
turn in the programme came, the tenor stepped forward
and advancing humbly to the footlights, began, .as though.,
he were confessing himself,—
u Sonoun oaae.e loeonfetao.’'
(I am a dog, and I confess it.)
then, turning to the prime basso, he adds,
—
“Mai 1 altro 1’ ’e pin di me.”
(But he is another, worse than I.)
The basso then took up the strain, with equal humility,
confessing himself an ass, and then paying the same
compliment to the prima donna, who, in her tarn, makes
a similar avowal, and proclaims the others as even more
ridiculous. Thus all three kept on, respectively confess-
ing themselves and deriding each other—as dogs and
asses—in a sort of continuous round. The public re-
ceived it with shouts of laughter and applause. It was
furiously encored, and the desired effect was accom-
plished, for the theatre was nightly filled by the people,
who had long deserted it, and who went in crowds,
mainly to hear the canine trio, which was rendered
nightly without any accompaniment of real pugnacity or
any aafOttinous feelings.
SIX SONGS, by Fbbdxbio ' Louis Op. 15.
Published by Edward Schuberth & Co., New
York.
Ritter further proves our remarks regarding another of
his songs last month. He has in the highest sense the
power of musically' illustrating verse, and he is at high-
water mark when giving color to some elusive sentiment
that is too fine for words. This is noticeable in the fine
setting of Schanfz’s poem, “Silence,” No. 2 in this set.
All can, however, be recommended as ©entslning beauti-
ful work.
“JUBILATE DEO,” in Eb, by S. T. STRANG. ' Pub-5.
“An Old Wife’s Song,” by J. B. Campbell.
! At Eventide,” by J. B. Campbell
acter, also in difficulty.
2. A common-place ballad, in 6-8 time, suggestive of
jollity, but a little tiresome at the end of three verses.
3. The words are a translation of Solly Prudhomme’s
beautiful poem, “Priere,” and the music is good and
effective, while the piano part shows invention.
4. Words by Victor Hugo
;
a well-known song of the
Carbineer. The setting is fairly descriptive, lots of
“go” in it.
5. The music here is suitable to the rather quaint
words of Jean Ingelow.
6. A conventional French romance.
7. By the same composer as No. 5, only not aa good.
8. A trashy march arranged from a well-known light
“We Have^Left them ’Neath the Roses,” by H. H.
Johnson.
“Once Again Around the Camp Fire,” by same com-
U
Both songs are of the old war type, with not even
passing merit.
“REUNION,” by Bates. Published by Luddxh A
Bates, Savannah, Ga.
This piece is the reduciio ad ahsurdum of programme
music. It is a collection of tunes popular during the
late war on both sides of the Mason and Dixon’s line.
Trashy to the last degree, and clumsily put together.
It is an attempt to describe musically some of the inci-
dents of the late Rebellion. Diminished Chords doing
duty for some thrilling battle engagement, the whole
topping off with “Our Country ’Tis of Thee.” This-
monstrosity is nothing more than a vulgar campaign
m
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1. “La R4ve des F6es,” Valse Brilliants,
-l
Meyer.
2. “Dance of the Grasshoppers,” by g&m©
3. “ Golden Hours,” by same composer.
Published by F. A. North & Co., PM
1. Showy and melodic, suitable for a
female Beminary. We fail to see any com
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the title and the spirit of the composition. There is also
a simplified edition of the piece published,
2. The name of this piece is the worst par! of it. This
is the most useful of the three. Teachers will find this
piece good for pupils who clamor for pieces when t hey
need technical studies. It is about as difficult us the
“Musical Box,” by Liebieh, and it is hoped will become
quite as popular.
3. We would like this composition to have commenced
on last half of measure, and thereby make it a Gavotte.
It will serve as an introduction to the severer class of
music. These compositions are some of the best that we
have examined by this popular writer. We consider his
efforts in this grade of composition for superior to his
easier music.
“ VOCAL PHYSIOLOGY.” By J. Harry Wheeler.
Published by the New England Conservatory op
Music, Boston.
The work 1ms been out for some time, and its merits
are already established. It has taken its place among
the standard works on voice. The work shows earnest re*
search, with a loving hand, for the task. The book was
primarily written to give students of singing some knowl-
edge of the physiology of the vocal organs
;
but it con-
tains much of interest in the general study of vocal
culture. It is written in the form of questions and
answers, which makes the information conveyed very
delicate.
‘THE musician:
Volume I. of “The Musician,”, by Ridley
Prentice, was announced to be ready by May
issue. The work of preparatioirUs far greater
than we anticipated, which will cause a delay
of a few weeks. Tire orders for this first grade
we now have will, we hope, be filled before the
end of the month. Our ' edition will have the
addition of a valuable introduction of Dr. F.
L. Ritter, of Vassal College. The work will be
used as a text-book in Vassar College as soon as
our edition is ready. The work is in six vol-
umes. Three of these only are now published
in England
;
these we will republish as soon as
the. plates can be made.
The work is not only published under the
approval and sanction of Sir Ouseley and Pro-
fessor G. A. MacFarren, but has made a de-
' elded impression on the London musical world,
as the following notices will indicate
:
“We are far from suggesting that there is any royae
road for acquiring technical knowledge, but we are quit
certain Mr. Ridley Prentice’s road is in every way the
pleasantest that has yet been laid before any piano-forte
student.”
—
Saturday Review.
“ A knowledge of form is imparted in simple and
pleasant language. We heartily commend it to all who
desire to understand, satisfactorily interpret, and enjoy
beautiful music.”
—
Academy.
“Written with the laudable purpose of helping the
piano-forte student Jo understand and enjoy beautiful
music.”
—
Graphic.
“A useful book for earnest teachers.”
—
School-Board
Chronicle.
“ Mr. Ridley Prentice has newly developed an impor-
tant though much-neglected branch of the teacher’s
duties.” -Musical Review.
“No more valuable work of the kind is in existence.’
—Monthly Musical Record.
The pieces analyzed in the work are generally
well known, but often certain editions are recom-
mended which are not to be had at every music
Store. In the first vol., or grade, there are about
sixty pieces analyzed, which we will furnish to
the profession for $8.80. If less than the whole
set of pieces is desired, the usual discount only
will be given. We make this announcement
for the benefit of those who have already pur-
chased the English edition and have written to
T® regarding the music. Each volume will be
sold at seventy-five cents, postage paid. Let no
teacher who -reads The Etude fell to send for
one.
•
NEWS OF THE MONTH.
All the world is busy making music, as a glance at
the programmes, which are simply bewildering in their
variety, will tell. At home or abroad is one long carni-
val of sounds, as if musicians were vying with each other
in the production of, as much tone as they could make,
before the slowly dying season fades'away entirely. The
unusual warmth of April has had a marked effect in the
attendance at. local concerts, and it may be safely pre-
dicted that the best has been beard, and the music-
wearied concert and opera goer as well as the worn out
artist, can take their long needed siesta and listen to the
music of. the trees, and hear the babbling of the brooks.
London has had more than its full share of the divine
art this season. Joachim and Bottesini have both played
there the last month. ' The latter’s wonderful profici-
ency on that singular solo instrument, the contra -basso,
creating the same enthusiasm as it did forty years ago.
Joachim is of course the same old favorite as of yore,
although he lias been a little careless lately in his style
ami intonation, but he is readily forgiven by his many
admirers.
A particularly strong quartette is the Ileckmann.
party, recently arrived and have made at once a hit.
Their playing is praised for its beautiful balance and
clearness altogether.
Agnes Zimmermann still holds her own as pianiste at
the Monday Popular Concerts, although the numerous
aspirants both male and female for pianistic fame is
on the increase. Madame Viard Louis still continues
her Beethoven recitals with continued success.
Sir Arthur Sullivan is. now conductor of the Philhar-
monic, while we chronicle with sincere regret the news
of the death of J. W. Davison, the celebrated musical
critic of several prominent London newspapers. He
was a remarkable man in many respects, and helped to
form the taste and perfect the style of Arabella Goddard,
the celebrated pianist, whom he afterwards married.
Clothilde Kieeberg a young French pianiste, whom we
had the pleasure of hearing at her debut, Paris, 1878, is
now an artiste before the world and fulfilling the bright
predictions made on -her- first appearance. Still, on the
whole, the flood of foreign pianists is not so large as last
year. Biilow, Pachmann, Schumann, and Menter have
not yet been heard, although Essipoff has played several
times. She was not received warmly and is nowin the
provinces. Her playing was pronounced cold and hard,
a criticism hard to believe. Apropos of Biilow, the
papers have been printing the following .atrocious
couplet
:
“ Man wants but little Herr Bulow,
And wants that little long.
Sir Julius Benedict, the veteran pianist and composer,
is at the point of death. Bonawitz, formely of this city,
has scored a success in the new opera, “ Jema.” Oscar
Beringer has played with the Philharmonic the A Minor
of Schumann with marked succes.
The new invention, the organo-piano, so-called on
account of its capacity for sustaining tone, has made a
sensation. A perfect crescendo and decrescendo can be
obtained at the will of the performer, and the mechan-
ism is said to be exceedingly simple and effective.
Berlin may claim with London the lion’s share of the
music making of the past month. Among the great
violinists who have visited the city have been Sarasate,
the Spaniard, whose fascinating bow has almost won the
German’s allegiance from their King Joachim. Franz
Ondricek, a Hungarian, has also made much success
with his delicate tone and refined phrasing. The
Joachim quartette have also been playing in their well-
known wonderful way. Pianists have been more than
numerous. Alfred Goeinpeld, Emil Lauer, Haven Schar-
wenka, Silas Leibling, Franz Rummel, Eugenie Menter
(sister to the celebrated sophie), Montigny Remanry from
Paris, and lasthut not least, the famous Eugene D’Albert,
have all contributed their quota to the art. Scharwenka
has played his second concerto with the same old success.
He is a dashing player, and his good looks make him a
favorite with the ladies. D’Albert, who has been re-
cently married to an actress in Berlin, is the sensation of
the hour. His technique is pronounced perfect, and the
fire, abandon, and poetic beauty of his playing is wonder-
ful. He is only twenty-one years old and reminds one
strongly of Rubinstein, both as regards his powerful
head and also in his style. Rubinstein, by the way, has
played the “Emperor” concerto in Leipzic and directed
his “Tower of Babel,” both tasks being accomplished
in his well-known manner.
An American young gentleman, formerly of this city,
Mr. Augustus Victor Benham, has roused the enthusiasm
of- both London and Parisian andiences by his skill in
improvising and his fine playing.
At home there has been the usual number of concerts
given by local aftists. The Thomas Orchestra has won
gdlden opinions by its fine playing this year. The
Heinrich-Henson song recitals have also attracted much
attention, not only fbr their novelty, but also the thor-
oughly artistic manner in which they were carded out.
They will he a feature of next season. Mr. Fred. Archer
has as usual proceeded with his interesting organ recitals,
while Madame Hopckirk, Miss Margulies, Madame Schil-
ler, Robert Goldbeek, and Rafael Joseffy have all had
their share in the piano music of the yetrr. Joseffy’
s
playing of the Liszt’s A Major concert was severely
criticized, and perhaps justly
;
he was certainly over-
weighted with that ungainly composition. Edmund
Newport-, who ia a sterling pianist, made quite a success
in several Western cities, his solid style being generally
admired. Miss Fanny Bloomfield made a great hit both
in Boston and New York, and was immediately pro-
nounced by the critics as a pianiste of the premier ordre-
Also Miss Mary Garlich’s name deserves honorable men.
tion.
Among the debutantes of the year, Mr. Calixa Lavellee
is playing his programmes made up from the works of
American composers with marked success, and has been
well received. Mr. Sherwood is also doing the good
work from one end of the country to the other. He is
indefatigable. Miss Margulies played the last two move-
ments of a concerto of Mr. E. A. MaeDowell, a young
American composer abroad, which received hearty com-
mendation. Also was produced, at the same novelty
concert a symphonic poem by George T. Strong, another
young American composer^ which showed merit and
originality.
The death of the well-known violinist and composer,
Frederick Mollenhauer, is announced.
_
A lad named Jacob Friedberger, a pupil at various
times of Neupert, Sternberg, and Max Pinner, has re-
vealed in his playing remarkable talent. His rendition
of the Bach-Tausig tocatta and fugue is spoken of very
highly.
The opera festival in Chicago, organized by our genia
friend, Mr. S. G. Pratt, has been a success.
Mr. Carlyle Petersilea, of Boston, gave a delightful
recital, the first, I believe, since his return from Europe,
where he had such a flattering and legitimate success.
_
Mr. Charles H. Jarvis, the celebrated pianist of this
city, closed his twenty-first season of classical Soire4s
with a fine programme, the Schumann E flat quintette
being the piece de resistance. ' For earnest and unselfish
devotion to his art Mr. Jarvis is indeed a model. His
programmes had been most eclectic and all worthily in-
terpreted.
Mr. N. Coe Stewart is proposing to hold his Summer
Normal at Newark, Ohio.
Among the novelties of the season is a harp concerto
by Remecke and a concerto for drams by Taueh.
The autobiography of Franz Liszt is eagerly awaited
for by the musical world. It is sure to be interesting
and spicy.
(Questions and Answers, continued from page 100.)
3. How can I write an Augmented Second from E
sharp in the key of F sharp ?
'
Ans.—
T
heoretically, F triple sharp. You would only
have occasion to use this interval in the relative minor
of the key having eight sharps (G sharp) in the signa-
ture. The enharmonic harmony would of course be
used, which, in this case, is Ak The E# would then.,
appear as F natural.
Ques.—A certain author gives as a simple fingering
for all the scales, both Major and Minor, this simple rale,
in sharps, thumbs of both hands on B and E
;
in flats,
thumbs alike pn F and C. By this method a child will
learn in oflte-or two lessons the fingering of every scale
correctly, and remember it. Does any one know any
reason why this fingering should not be adopted?
Let us turn the weight of our investigation for a little
while from that very simple problem as to what kind of
finger marks ought to be employed, and consider the far
more essential questions as to how the scales ought to he
fingered.
Ans.—This question is one of the most important
,
that has been presented to ns. Our present mode of
fingering has passed through a strange process of develop-
ment. It is not safe to say that we have reached the.
end. The above question intimates the possibility of
further development. The fingering now used was set-
tled by Clementi, Mozart, Vogler, Woelfe, Steibelt,
Hummel, Czerny, and others, and more recently by
Chopin, Schumann, Hanselt, and Liszt. We will give
some of the ways of fingering before the present one was
adopted. In many cases the left hand is entirely different
from the right, as will be learned from the following,
which was the orthodox mode of fingering the scale ofF
about the year 1571 :
f> g, a, bj c, d, e, f.
Right hand, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3.
Left “ 4, 3, 2, 1, 4, 3, 2, 1.
Later on, about 1698, the left hand seems to have taken
np the order of the right, thus,
—
c, d, e, f, g, a, b, c.
Right hand, 3, 4,. 3, 4, 3, 4, 3, 4.
Left | 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 2. 3.
The downward motion was never similar to
upward, but quite independent.. In 1740 we find a
nearer approach to our system in that the playing of the
whole scale with two fingers was not So ftegnantly
CLIMAXES scnoots.^The scale of C was fingered exactly'as we now do, but
in using black keys they had an awkward way of turn
ing over and under. We here give the A flat scale
ascending and descending as then used :
Left hand, \ ’ 3 ’ f’ T' 3 ’ o’ j
?
ascending.
Turk, who wrote a number of text-books for piano
instruction (1789), gives the following fingering for the
scale of C Major, right hand : 1, 2, 3, 4, 3, 4, 3, 4, etc.
,
and descended as follows : 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, etc.
From this imperfect outline of the history of the art
of fingering, we can at least learn that our present sys-
tem might possibly admit of improvement. The main
advantage gained by the move suggested by the question,
is simplicity of form and uniformity.
A pupil might know exactly how the scale should he
fingered, and could write out every one without hesita-
tion or mistake, and yet not be able to play a note of
them.
A beginner generally begins by playing the scales
through one octave, and the mode here suggested would
be more difficult to play in that case than the one we
use, because the hand has three positions to assume, C,
D, first, E, F, G, A, second, B, C, third, while in the
present mode there are but two, C, D, E, F, G, first, A,"
B, C, second. This is for left hand.
Those scales that are now played according to the
mode he suggests, are not looked upon as easier to play
or learn than any other. The scale of F and B, for in-
stance, are not considered any easier, because the thumb
falls on the same notes, likewise many of the keys in
flats.
We do not think this mode of fingering presents
enough advantage over our present system to warrant a
change. Our correspondence column is open for a further
discussion on this topic.
Ques. T.—Is there any warrant for any one playing
one movement or part of a movement in a sonata in
different tempo from the rest, when no such change of
tempo is indicated by the composer ?
Ans.—
Y
es : The tempo of a sonata of-anymlassical
composition, varies not only in sections, but often in the
shortest passages. The mood of the performer at the
time of playing determines the tempo and its changes.
It may he interesting to quote Kies’ account of Beeth-
oven’s playing, he says
;
“In general, he played his
own compositions in a very capricious manner
;
he never-
theless kept strictly accurate time, occasionally, but
very seldom accelerating the Tempo. On the other hand,
in the performance of a ereseendo passage, he would
make the time retardando, which produced a beautiful
and highly striking effect. He adopted a tempo-rubato
in the proper sense of the term, according as subject
and situation might demand, without the slightest ap-
proach to earrieature. ’ ’ Beethoven’s playing was a most
distinct and intelligible declamation, such, perhaps as
in the same high degree, can only be studied in his
works.
We are quite frequently called on to give metronome
marks to composition, which we generally do without
comment, but in many instances the taste and feeling of
the performer is the only sure guide. It is very much like
a painter getting the surveyor to measure off the land-
scape to give him an idea of perspective. Where there
is an absence of true feeling metronome marks are of no
use, the person will run astray, even if the tempo is
given.
We will close by giving the opinion of Moscheles on
this matter. He remarks that marking the time by a
metronome is but a slight guide for performer or con-
ductor. Its object is to show the general time of the
movement, particularly at the commencement
;
but it is
not to be followed strictly throughout, for no piece ex-
cept a march or a dance would have any real life and
expression, or light and shade of the solo performer, or
the orchestra under its conductor, were strictly to adhere
to one and the same tempo. The player or conductor
who enters into the time and spirit of the piece, must
feel when and where he has to introduce the necessary
changes, and these are often of so delicate a nature that
the marks of the metronome would become superabun-
dant, not to say impossible.
2. What is the proper position at the piano, the elbow
above or below, or on a level with the key board ?-—C. K.
Ans.—When the hands are on the key-hoard, the
elbow should form, with the upper part of the arm, an
angle a little more extended than a right angle.
Ques.—Will you please give me the metronome mark
for the last movement of the “Moonlight Sonata,” Op.
27, No. 2, and how are the trills to be played?—It.
ANS.—Yon Bulow, who is justly regardecD-aTone of
the most scholarly pianists of the age, takes the last
movement of the so-called “Moonlight Sonata” at half
note = 88 M. M. (read answer to C. K, first question),
and plays the shorter trills (see measures 30, 32, 126,
and 123), as simple turns of five notes, and the longer
trills (see measures 36 and 132) in sixteenth notes. •
.
TWELFTH ANNUAL SESSION.
THE AMERICAN
UORIAL MUSICAL INSTIUfB,
FOIL 1885,
C©iiiiiicnees inrJuly, aid continues
four weeks.
A contemporary says, 1
!
It requires your enthusias-
tic Wagnerite to distinguish between opera and uproar.”
A musician whose door-plate read, “ G. Sharp,” was
much disgusted to find one morning that some envious
rival had written under it, “ is A fiat.”
A young vocalist, failing to execute the trill of his part
effectually, apologized to the audience by saying that lie
trembled so he could not shake.
A woman who went to a concert to hear a performer
called Blind Tom “ play by ear” says she was swindled,
and wants the fraud exposed. She says that, instead of
playing by ear, he played with his fingers, just like
other performers.
A Double Facer Musical Creed:.-— 1The following
jeu d*esprit is ascribed to the Rev. Charles Wesley. It
may be read in columns or straight across with opposite
effect
:
Handel d’ye, see’s A downright arrant block
The man for me Is John Sebastian Bach
Who can write well Why none but German John
But old Handel Ought to be spat upon,
George is for air The stupidest of coons
Beyond compare Is Bach at graceful tunes,
To Handel’s name We all propine our hate
Give then the fame To Bach’s chromatic pate.
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I I | I | box of goods that will put you in the way of1 1 to lea 1 making more money in a few days than you
ever thought possible at any business. Capital
not required. You can live at home and work in spare time
only, or all the time. All of both sexes, of all ages, grandly
stccessful. £0 cents to $5 easily earned every evening. That
ail who want work may test the business, we make this un-
paralled offer : To ail who are not well satisfied we will send
$1 to pay for the trouble of writing us. Full particulars,
directions, etc sent free. Immense pav absolutely sure for all
who start at once. Don’t delay. Address Stinson & Co., Port-
land, Maine.
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energy to the whole system, Mrs. Winslow’s Soothinj
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music pxnBiiisBLJEXs This book, just published, is in many respects an advanoe on any
previous one in the abundance, general high character, and nice
adaptation of its contents.
Not a great deal of apace is devoted to elementary instruction,
which belongs properly to the lower schools; but there are many
good V<»oal Exercise?* and Solfeggios, and there are valuable
directions for the cultivation of the voice.
Song Greeting is intended for High Softools, Acade-
mies, Musical and other Seminaries, and Colleges.
The music is of a high character, but not too difficult. There are
81 pieces of fair length, and 160 large octavo pages, making a book
convenient to handle, and every way acceptable.
Send 60 cents for a specimen copy, which will be mailed, post free.
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ferns for Little Singers.
By Elizabeth. T7. Emerson and .Gertrude
Sways, assisted by L. 0. Emerson.
ILLUSTRATED
With. 25 Appropriate and Pretty Pictures.
IHt RETURN
fine of the most charming singing books for little singers that has
ever appeared, and will be eagerly welcomed by teachers.
The best writers of child’s poetry have been called upon. Kate
Greenaway has a word to say about “The Princess,” “The Lilies,”
“Three Little Maidens,” “Somewhere Town.” and “Pretty Patty.”
To Lucy Larcom we owe “Fawn-footed Nannie,” the “Swing Song,”
“Run, Rivulet,” and “Sunbeam.”
Other well known writers are heard from as George MacDonald
Tennyson, Lord Houghton, and others, riot forgetting Mother Goose;
and the lady editors do as well as the rest.
Music is simple and beautiful. 62 Songs,
Price, SO cts., or $3,00 per doz.
Specimen Copies mailed for 30 cts.
HMMAEUS
An easy and effective anthem, for chorus with a
short alto solo, and duet for soprano and
alto.
A bright and interesting teaching piece, of
moderate difficulty.
CHILDBEFS SONGS
ADDRESS THE PUBLISHER.
For Common Schools. Endorsed by Christine Nilsson, Theo,
Thomas, and other.-. Any school music-teacher will be at once cap-
tivated by the charming, genial character of the songs, which ar«
84 in number.
By WI. L. TOMLINS.
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Scholar’s Edition cents . $3.00 per dozen.
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where. of either sex, of all ages, for all the time, or spare time
only, to work for us at their own homes. Fortunes for all
workers absolutely assured. Don’t delay. H. Hallet &. Co.,
Portland, Maine.
Fresh Flowers is the-title of a most beautiful and attractive
little Song Book for the younger children in Sunday-Schools, or
the so-called Infant Classes. Mrs. Emma Pitt, the compiler,
is widely known, and celebrated, for SoNgs and Hymns, for chil-
dren, whom she thoroughly understands. More than 60 bright
songs, such as “ Little Lambs," Snowflakes,’’ 11 Little Samuel,”
and “Children’s Sheaves.” Nothing babyish. All in good taste.
An abundance of Pictures. 26 cents. $2.40 per dozen.
GEORGE S. HOWARD, A.M
MINSTREL SONGS-OLD AND NE'
The large sales show this to be a perfect success, and no ’
derl No brighter or more musical melodies were ever bro
together than those of the hundred Plantation, Minstrel,
Jubilee Songs here collected- All the World sings them
!
companiments for Piano or Organ. $2.00 plain. $2.60 cloth
Six Registers, 60 keys. 30 keys in pedal board,
Up m a Reat PamPhlet? and are now on sale,
full size. Superior build and tone, but little used, built Price,
for Parlor and Student use. Suitable for Chapel or Per Dozen,
Sunday-School use. .
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